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SUMMARY 

>rhr9 report presents the results of an investigation of the dynamic re- 
sponse of typical aircraft passenger-seat systems to impulsive loading. 
It^is divided into four chapters, as follows: 

>Chapter 1 describes the mathematical model consisting of a visco-elastic 
occupant (control of joint stiffness through muscle tension) and an elastic- 
plastic seat structure,    A comparison is made of the computer output and 
a full-scale dynamic test of a modern transport seat using instrumented 
dummies. 

Chapter 2 presents a spectrum of design data based on results obtained 
from the computer program.    The design variables studied include: 

1. Seat displacement with respect to the aircraft floor in the fore- 
aft direction. 

2. Seat belt load. 

3. Vertical force reaction on the front seat legs. 

4. Vertical force reaction on the rear seat legs. 

5. Horizontal force on the seat legs in the fore-aft direction. 

6. Pelvic displacement with respect to seat. 

7. Pelvic deceleration of the occupant in the fore-aft direction. 

8. Maximum velocity of the occupant's head. 

The concept of load limiting is presented,  and the effect of load limiting on 
the above design variables is studied.    In addition,   the effect of pulse 
shape and amplitude is presented through the use of an array of triangu- 
lar,  trapezoidal,  and other pulses.    The effects of passenger weight,   seat 
belt slack,  and shoulder harness are studied. 

Chapter 3 presents a discussion of load limiting and other structural and 
detail design concepts appropriate to maintaining good restraint of the 
occupant.    Stress concentrations under dynamic load are explored,  and the 
results of experimental tests are presented to show that components which 
have stress raisers may absorb only very small amounts of energy prior to 
failure.    Static and dynamic tests have been conducted on typical seat com- 
ponents,  and load-carrying capacity is compared under these conditions. 
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Chapter 4 discusses the problem of head impact for the jackknifing pas- 
senger when restrained by seat belt alone.    A computer study has been 
made which allows a correlation of head impact velocity and "cushioning 
material" thickness with the presently known human tolerance limits to 
deceleration.    It is shown that the permissible head impact velocities will 
probably be in the order of one-third to one-half those which result in the 
64-foot-per-second impacts.described in Chapter 2. 

The data presented in this report were necessarily computed and plotted 
over a period of several months.    During this same time,  the computer 
program was undergoing constant modification and improvement.    For 
these reasons,   the data presented are not in every case directly compar- 
able.    While the trends are qualitatively correct throughout the data pre- 
sented,   the use of the results for quantitative purposes must be under- 
taken with caution since the results of such quantitative comparisons 
could be misleading in some cases.    Appendix III is included to illustrate 
quantitative changes which have occurred in improving the computer 
program. 

IV 
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INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid growth of air transportation subsequent to World War II, 
increasing attention has been focused on the causes of passenger injuries 
in severe,   although potentially survivable,   crashes.    In many accidents 
the probable cause of injuries has been traced to the failure of the occu- 
pant's seat restraint system.     These failures have permitted seated 
occupants to be thrown against objects either inside or,   in some cases, 
outside the aircraft.     In some severe accidents,   in which the occupant's 
restraint system did not fail,   injuries have been caused by the flailing of 
body extremities into the adjacent seat. 

In an effort to determine the magnitude of the forces acting on aircraft 
passengers during aircraft crashes,   the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (formerly the National Advisory Committee for Aero- 
nautics,   NACA) conducted a series of full-scale aircraft crash tests with 
instrumented dummies in the early I950's.    These tests yielded excellent 
results on the magnitude of forces acting on the floor of aircraft under 
varying crash conditions.    Later NACA studies by Pinkel and Rosenberg 
on the dynamic response of seat structures to impact loads gave a better 
insight into the problem,   but insufficient data were obtained to permit the 
FAA (formerly Civil Aeronautics Administration,   CAA) to write new seat 
specifications which would take advantage of the NACA results obtained to 
that date.     The results obtained by the NACA research,   however,  did not 
go entirely unused,   because the CAA did increase the static strength of 
seats by a factor of 50 percent,   from a longitudinal load factor of 60 to a 
factor of 9G.    These new strength requirements were issued in 1954 
before the advent of turboprop and turbojet aircraft in this country. 

The use of 90 seats has, no doubt, reduced the number of fatalities which 
would have occurred. For example, accident investigators have revealed 
that some 90 seats were torn from the floor in accidents while adjacent 
seats remained in place; these observations would indicate that the decel- 
erative loads imposed were just about equal to the ultimate strength of the 
seat, and that 60 seats would certainly have failed under the same 
conditions. 

No new requirements on the longitudinal strength of seats have been written 
since 1954; however,   a request to incorporate a seat back "breakover" 
feature to alleviate head impact injuries is now in effect.    Seat manufac- 
turers have also applied energy-absorption techniques to seat back struc- 
tures to some extent in an attempt to alleviate the problem of extremity 
impacts.     Energy-absorbing devices in the seat frame have also been 
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offered by some seat manufacturers in an effort to insure seat retention 
against deceleration values which exceed the 9G static strength require- 
ment; however,   the true potential of such systems has not been fully 
explored. 

There seems to be little doubt that aircraft accidents will continue to 
occur,   regardless of the efforts expended to prevent them.    If this premise 
is accepted,  then the only remaining method of reducing the fatality and 
injury rate will be an improved rate of survival in severe crashes. 

With this premise in mind,  the Aviation Crash Injury Steering Committee* 
of the Cornell-Guggenheim Aviation Safety Center first met in late 1961 to 
discuss the best approach for improved crash survival in aircraft acci- 
dents.    In this meeting,   and in several subsequent meetings in 1962,   an 
overall approach to the crash injury problem was outlined.    The Commit- 
tee recomnnended that a literature search and retrieval system be set up 
on the subject of Impact Acceleration Technology.    This work was accom- 
plished by the Aviation Safety Engineering and Research Division of the 
Flight Safety Foundation in the latter part of 1962 and 1963. 

Upon completion of the literature survey,   the Steering Committee met 
again in 1964 to specify in more detail the tasks which should be conducted 
in the crash injury field.    The Committee divided the tasks into four broad 
areas as listed: 

1. An investigation of crash-induced floor accelerations. 

2. An investigation of the dynamic response of seat-passenger 
systems to crash-induced floor accelerations through a 
computer analysis of the problem. 

3. An investigation of seat strength and load-deformation 
characteristics. 

4. An investigation of conceptual seat-system designs. 

The above outline was used as a basis for work which was to be accom- 
plished over a 2-year period beginning in October 1964. 

*This Committee is composed of representatives from the following 
agencies:    United States Air Force,   United States Navy,   United States 
Army,   Civil Aeronautics Board,   Federal Aviation Agency,   Air Force 
Institute of Pathology,   National Aeronautics and Space Administralion,   and 
Aircraft Industries Association/Air Transport Association. 
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On the basis of the above outline, a study was jointly funded by the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,  the United States Air 
Force,   the UnLed States Navy,  and the United States Army.    Mr.  I.  Irving 
Pinkel,  Chief of the Fluid Systems Components Division of NASA,  was 
selected for the technical monitoiship of the project.    Mr,  John H.   Enders 
of the Office of Aeronautics,   NASA,  also contributed advice and counsel- 
ing on the project.    The U.   S.   Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories 
(USAAVLABS) was selected to negotiate and administer a contract to 
accomplish the study.    The contract was given by USAAVLABS to the 
Flight Safety Foundation and Arizona State University.    This report sum- 
marizes the 2-year eflort on the last three tasks outlined.    Another report 
is being prepared by AvSER describing the probable crash-induced floor 
accelerations for transport aircraft.* 

A Phase I report    was prepared in September 1965 covering the first 
year's effort.    This report has not been published,  but is available on a 
loan basis from Arizona State University.    Further details of the computer 
program and of the preliminary studies of the load-deformation character- 
istics of seats are presented in the Phase I report.    These studies led to 
the load-limiter design concept discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 of this 
report. 

'■''USAAVLABS Technical Report 67-16,  "Floor Accelerations and 
Passenger Injuries in Aircraft Accidents". 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE COMPUTER SIMULATOR 

INTRODUCTION 

During the first year's effort (1964-65),   the objectives of this study in- 

cluded the following: 

1. Develop an accurate mathematical model of the seat-passenger 

system. 

2. Derive the differential equations of motion. 

3. Develop a computer program for solving these equations numeri- 

cally for various crash pulses. 

4. Perform calculations to ascertain the effect of varying those 

parameters which affect the response of the seat-passenger 

system. 

It is,  of course,   clear that the accuracy of the results depends in part upon 

the completeness of the mathematical model established in item 1.    An 

overly simplified mathematical model will yield results of questionable 

value,   while an overly complex model becomes cumbersome,   leading to 

difficulty in the avoidance of human errors in controlling the input 

variables.    For these reasons,   a mathematical model was chosen which 

appeared to represent the practical limit of complexity.    This mathemati- 

cal model is shown in Figure 1.    It is a two-dimensional one in which all 



motion is assumed to take place in a vertical plane of symmetry. 

The computer program was checked rut. only a short time before the com- 

pletion of the first year's effort; therefore, very few calculations could be 

performed under item 4. 

The extension of the project into the period 1965-66 permitted the addition 

of the following objectives: 

5. Check the method of analysis against a dynamic test using dummy 

occupants in a typical aircraft seat. 

6. Perform calculations to establish the effectiveness of using a 

"load limiter" on the seat in the longitudinal direction. 

7. Develop a subroutine which will represent a real seat as accu- 

rately as possible and from which reliable values can be obtained 

for the reaction components. 

8. Simplify and reorganize the overall computer program so as to 

make it as efficient and readable as possible. 

9. Develop a program that would reduce computer time by using a 

smaller time increment for the seat than for the passenger. 

10.    Perform additional design calculations as needed for the design 

of improved seats. 
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All but one of these objectives were reached; item 9 had to be given up 

because the program became too complex. 

Item 7 turned out to be by far the most important,   and also the most time- 

consuming,   part of the project and was not completed until near the end of 

the contract period.    The first useful seat routine which was developed 

incorporated a longitudinal "load limiter" and permitted buckling of the 

front legs and plastic stretching of the rear legs of the seat.    This com- 

puter routine did not, however,   satisfy exactly the differential equations 

connecting the deformations,   reactions,   and accelerations of the seat. 

To compensate for this,   the computer was programmed to automatically 

cut down the time increment to improve the accuracy.    The result was 

that each calculation took about 20 minutes to perform when the originial 

accuracy requirement,   as written into the program,   was used.    In order 

to speed things up,  the accuracy requirement was relaxed so that a cal- 

culation could be performed in about 5 minutes,   and for most cases this 

proved to be sufficiently accurate.    Those calculations that were of insuf- 

ficient accuracy could easily be spotted and redone with greater accuracy, 

since calculations were being made with various load-limiter settings at 

that time and since the plotting of curves readily indicated any variations. 

However,   when calculations were performed to ascertain the effect of 

varying the input to the program,   the original accuracy requirement was 

reinstated. 
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This made it doubly important to complete the new seat routine (item 7), 

and it turned out to be worth the effort because the time to complete one 

calculation was reduced from 20 minutes to about 4 minutes without loss 

of accuracy.    Only a limited number of calculations presented in this 

report were ultimately computed using the new routine.    However,   it will 

now be used for all future work.    Test runs were made with both routines 

to insure that the data obtained earlier were valid.    Excellent agreement 

in the test runs was obtained. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

In this two-dimensional analysis,   the passenger and seat are considered 

to have a plane of symmetry,  and all masses and forces are located in 

this plane.    Schematically, then,  the system is as shown in Figure 1, 

where the passenger has been represented by eight concentrated masses at 

the most important joints of the body.    The seat is considered to be a rigid 

body except for the legs and attachment fittings.    The motion of the pas- 

senger and seat is given with respect to the x, y coordinate system shown 

in Figure 2.    This is a non-Newtonian coordinate system fixed with re- 

spect to the cabin floor,  with the x axis pointing forward along the floor 

and the y axis perpendicular to the floor.    The seat belt is assumed to be 

attached at point A of the seat,   which lies on the y axis when the seat is 

undeformed.    The other end of the seat belt is assumed to be attached to 

the large mass at the pelvis so as to form a nonlinear spring between the 

/ 
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two points.    Similarly,  the shoulder harness is assumed to act as a hori- 

zontal spring between the back of the seat and the mass at the neck and 

shoulders,  at a distance d above the seat cushion. 

Referring to Figure Z,  the reaction from the floor on the seat is assumed 

to act at the seat belt attachment point, because this makes it unnecessary 

to speculate on how these forces are really transmitted to the seat until 

this information is obtained from the seat analysis study and test program. 

This results in the simplest possible subroutine for the seat. 

The tension in the seat belt is given by the pair P«; its mathematical 

length Lg is the distance from A to m^, which is less than half its real 

length.    During the crash,   its mathematical length increases by an amount 

S,  which is a function of time; the angle 0g between the mathematical 

seat belt and the horizontal is also a function of time. 

The compression in the seat cushion is indicated by the pair P^,   and the 

friction between the passenger and the seat cushion is indicated by the 

force McP^ on the seat and the equal and opposite force acting at mi and 

the moment McPcLgsinöß acting on the thigh of the passenger.    The mo- 

ment pair Mp. between the seat cushion and the thigh of the passenger is 

due to the fact that the pair Pc does not really go through m^ but is lo- 

cated farther forward and depends on the angle d^. 



The forces Rx^ and R ^ are the reactions from the floor on the feet of the 

passenger,   and at first these reactions cause^ great difficulty in the 

analysis.     This difficulty was removed,   however,   by considering the flex- 

ibility of the passenger's feet. 

The moment pairs M^ 3, M2 4, M4 5, M5 £,, M5 7, and M7 g are all due 

to muscular action of the passenger during the crash and are considered to 

be of such value at the beginning of impact as to insure static equilibrium. 

The point C in Figure 2 is the mass center of the seat,  and it has coordi- 

nate q c^ and C2 in a coordinate system which coincides with the seat back 

and seat cushion.    The mass of the seat is ms,  and its moment of intertia 

about C is I_. 

The coordinates of point A of the seat are xs and ys,  and the coordinates 

of the n     mass are xn and yn.    By expressing these latter coordinates in 

terms of xs,   ys,   Lg + 6,  and 93 to ög'  a systern with twelve degrees of 

freedom is obtained.    The twelve generalized coordinates are then: 

^1 = es'  <i2 = xs'   ^3 = ys'  ^4 = 6»  q5 = eB'   % = 92'  ^7 = e3'   «18 = 94 

qg = 65,   q10 = %, qn = B-j,   q^ = Sg. 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

The numerical analysis consists in first obtaining twelve differential 

equations of motion involving the twelve generalized coordinates and their 

first and second derivatives with respect to time.    They will also involve 

9 
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all the forces on the system,   so it is assumed that separate subroutines 

can be written which connect these forces and the generalized coordinates. 

It is also assumed that all the generalized coordinates and their first de- 

rivatives,  and also all the forces,  are known at a particular time,  tn.    The 

twelve differential equations can then be solved for the second derivatives 

of the generalized coordinates at t = tn. 

Letting At be a sufficiently small time increment,   it follows that the second 

derivatives are constant during this time increment as a first approxima- 

tion.    Letting q stand for any one of the generalized coordinates,  the first 

approximations to qn4 j and qn+i at t = tn+2 = t + At are calculated from the 

simple formulas 

^i-\*\'&* K** (1) 

^i ■ s,+ %*■ (2> 

With these values,the subroutines for obtaining the forces at tn+j are then 

executed. 

This now gives approximate values for all the generalized coordinates and 

their first derivatives,  as well as for the forces,   at t-. j.    With these 

values,  the second derivatives at tn+j are found and approximate values 

for qn+i (called qn+i) are obtained. 

10 
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In order to obtain more accurate values at t    ., , it is now assumed that of n+1 • MI 

is constant for the n     time interval to obtain a second approximation for 

cin+1 and qn+i-     Assuming that this is sufficiently accurate so that no 

further iterations are necessary,   the equations 

(3) 

give the generalized coordinates and their first derivatives at t = tn+i. 

With these values,   the subroutines for finding the forces are again exe- 

cuted and the second derivatives at the beginning of the n + Is   time interval 

are then obtainable.    This process is repeated for every small time in- 

crement, At, until the motion has been obtained for the entire crash  period. 

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

The x, y coordinate system is fixed in the airplane,   and it is assumed that 

the x axis is close enough to being horizontal so that no gravity effect need 

be considered in this direction,   but will be given its full value in the 

negative y direction.    The acceleration components of the coordinate 

system and the cabin floor during a crash are given as ax and a   . 

The method now consists of using d'Alembert's principle in a translating 

coordinate system,   and by adding the inertia forces on each mass particle, 

the passenger-seat combination may be considered to be in static 
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equilibrium at any instant. This permits the taking of moments about the 

joints, thus leading to the exact number of equations to match the number 

of generalized coordinates. 

Since the three differential equations of motion of the seat involve only 

three of the generalized coordinates,   these equations are written first: 

IS8S - (dee - c2)PH + c1[pBsin(eB + Gg) + R^coses + R^lnGg] - 

C2|VC + PBCOs(eB + 8S) + RxCOSeS " RySines] + 

P^CLg + 6)co8(eB + es) - cj + MC - R^ (5) 

Considering motion of point C in the x and y directions gives 

"stx + ^S + (c2coses ■ cl8ines^s] 

- (^scoses - sin8s)Pc + PBcoseB + PH + R^ (6^ 

■S^y + ^S " (cicoses + c2sines),es + g] 

PBsineB - Pc(coses + ^ssines) + R^ (?) 

Applying d'Alembert's principle to the concentrated masses at the knees 

and feet and summing the moments about the knee joint and hip joint leads 

to the two equations 

12 



m3L3[(ax + ^^^S + (av 
+ ß + y3)cos0, 

M2.3 + L3(Ry3COse3 + Rx3sine3) (8) 

in2L2[(ax + x2)sine2 + (ay + g + y2)cose2] + 

^hL^x + ^a^111^ + (ay + ß + y3)cos92]+ 

m3L3[(ax+i3)8ine3 + (a
y
+g+y3)cOSe3] 

=     Mc.^u + (Ry3Cose2+Rx38ine2)L2 + 

(Ry3cose3 + Rx3sine3)L3 - ^(Lg + 6)sin(eB + Ggj       (8a) 

It is immediately seen that this last equation can be simplified by means 

of Equation 8 to yield 

(n^ + ^)^2l\ + x2)sine2 + (ay + g + y2)cose2] + 

m3L2[(x3 - x2)sine2 + (y3 - y2)cose2] 

= "C " ^,3 " \k + L2(Rx3sine2 + Ry3COSe2 " 

^C^ + 6)sin(9B + eS) (9) 

The neck is now treated as if it had a single hinge at its base and a con- 

centrated mass,  representing the head,  at its top.    Thus , 

Ve^x + **6)cose6 - (ay +«+ y6)sine6]" '^,6 (10) 
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Treating the arms similarly to the legs yields the t.,o equations 

»8%[.(\ + x8)cose8 + (ay + g + y8)sine8J K -H^ 8 (ll) 

VvC^x+ VC0897+ (ay+ g + y?^1119?]+ 

"B^f^x + ^COBBJ + (ay 
+ S + ys^81119?]+ 

Va^x + *8)C08*B + (ay 
+ g + h)Binh]' -M5,7 (iia) 

By means of Equation 11,  the last equation can be simplified to 

(n^ + ^^[(»x + **7)cos97 + (ay + g + y^BinB^ + 

^[(XQ - *-7)coße7 + (y8 - y7)sine7] - J^ - ^ (12) 

Mass m^ is supposed to be concentrated at the base of the chest,  and for 

simplicity it is assumed that there also is a hinge at this point.    Taking 

moments about this hinge then gives the equation 

m6L6[(ax + ^6)cose6 * (ay + « + y6)sine6] ■ 

VBL^X + *Vcose8 + (ay + 8 + y8^sine8] " 

(n^ + =»8)L7[(ax + x7)cose7 + (ay + g + y7)8in97J - 

m8L7[(x8 - x7)cose7 + (y8 - y7)sine7J + 

(in5 + m6 + n^ + ^^[(»x + x5)cose5 - (a   + g + y5)sine5] + 

14 



(^ + mQ)L3[(x7 - x5)coSe5 - (y7 - y^sine..] + 

m8L5[(% " VCOs95 ' (% " ^^^S] ' ^HV
086

? " ^,5 

By means of Equations 10,   11,   and 12, this can be simplified to 

(jn5 + m6 + ny + mg)!.^^ + x^cos^ - (ay + g + y5)sine5] + 

^[^ " VC0S95 " ^6 " vj8ixi%^\ + 

(n^ + IBQ)L5[(X^ - x5)cos85 - (y7 - y^sin^J + 

^[{xg - xy)cose5 - (y8 - y7)sine5] 

* \(> • \l ' \5 " PHL5COSe5 (13) 

The final moment equation is taken about the hip joint,   where mass mi 

is concentrated.    This gives 

m6L6[(ax + *6)cose6 * (ay + 8 + y6)sine6] - 

m8L8L^ax + X8^c0se8 + (ay + e + y8^sine8] ' 

(n^ + m8)l'7[(ax + Z^cos^ + (ay + g + y7)slne7] - 

m8L7[(x8 - x7)coEe7 + (y8 - y7)sine7] + 

(m5 + m6 + n^ + n8)l'5[(ax + x5)cose5 - (ay + g + y5)sine5] + 

m6L5[^6 - S)c06S - {h - y^sins]+ 

15 
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(i^ + m8)L5[(x7 - x5)cose5 - (y7 - y5)sine5] + 

^[(XQ - ^)co895 - (y8 - y7)sine5] + 

(inu + m5 + m6 + n^ + m8)L1|[(ax + x^cosG^ - (ay + g + ^)sin9lf] + 

(m5 + in6 + n^ + "^^[(x^ - xu)coseu - (y5 - yu)sineu] + 

^[^ ■ VC08eu ■ (y6 - VsineJ+ 

(n^ + nig)^^ - x5)cos9u - (y7 - y^sin^] + 

- -Pjj^cose^ + L5cose5) - 1*2 k 

By means of Equations 10,   11, 12,   and 13, this can be simplified to 

(m^ + a5 + m6 + n^ + n^ ^[(ax 
+ ^)cos9^ - (ay + g + yI+)sine^J + 

(m5 + mg + n^ + mg)!^^ - x^cose^ - (y5 - y^sinejj + 

^[^6 * *5)c0seU " (y6 " ^)sineJ + 

(n^ + mg)^^ - i*5)coseu - (y7 - y^sine^] + 

The last two equations are obtained by summing all the forces on the pas- 

senger (including inertia forces) in the x and y directions.    This leads to 
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(n^ + mg + nu + n^ + nu + m6 + m    + nig) (ax + x^) + 

(mg + m3)  (x2 - äc1) + in3(x3 - x2) + (n^ + m5 
+ ni6 + 

n^ + mg) (xu - ^j + (m5 + m6 + in7 + nig) (x5 - x^) + 

m6(x6 - x  ) + fy + m8) (x7 - x5) + ffl^Xg - i^) 

Rx3 + PC(sineS " Voses) * PBCOSeB " PH (15) 

(n^ + nig + nu + m^ + nu + m6 + nu + mg) (a   + g + j^) + 

(mg + m3) iir2 - y^ + m^ - V2) + (m^ + m5 + m6 + 

"V + "8^ ^k ' fy + (^ + m6 + "V + "S^ ^5 ' V + 

m6(y6 - y5) + (^ + «g) (^ - y5) * m^g - ty 

Ry3 + PC(coses + W1*^ ' PBsin9B 
(16) 

Since da,  Xg,   and y„    already are generalized coordinates of the system, 

Equations 5,   6,   and 7 can be solved directly for 0g,  x'c,  and y'g.    In the 

rest of the equations,   the x's and y's and their derivatives ^nust first be 

replaced by generalized coordinates and the resulting equations solved 

simultaneously for their second derivatives.    This very lengthy process 

has been previously described in detail  .    Here it is sufficient to note 

that all of the above equations contain the x and y components of accel- 

eration of the aircraft itself,  as well as the reactions and internal 
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forces of the system.    Each of these reactions and internal forces is found 

by a subroutine of the computer program.    A simplified flow chart for the 

main program is shown in Appendix I.    The acceleration of the aircraft is 

found by a series of subroutines which cover a wide range of pulse shapes. 

SUBROUTINES FOR CALCULATING ACCELERATIONS 

There are seven aircraft acceleration subroutines which are incorporated 

in the FORTRAN program and can be called into action by specifying the 

proper Value of the code number 1.L in the input data.     Only the accelera- 

tion in the x direction is calculated directly in each case,   and the accel- 

eration in the y direction is then given as 

ay = -^Sc (17) 

where Q is a constant which is specified in the input data as QUO.    The 

severity of the crash is indicated by the reduction in velocity of the air- 

craft during the time considered,   which is indicated by Av.    Following the 

primary pulse,   the acceleration is always considered to be zero.   Figure 3 

shows the pulse shapes and the data that must be specified for each pulse. 

SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATING FORCES 

Seat Belt and Shoulder Harness 

The actual stretching of the seat belt is given by the quantity DSB = 6 - So» 

where SR is the initial slack in the belt.    The force in the sea* belt is then 

represented by the formula 
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PB " kBl(DSB) + ^g^*)2 + ^(^SB)3 + ^(DSB)4 + kB56 (18) 

when 6 > Sg ;    when 6 ^ Sg, we have Pß = 0.    This formula must consider 

the difference between the mathematical belt and the real belt and also 

take into account the compressibility of the passenger's abdomen.    For a 

3-inch Navy Dacron seat belt for which information is available, the coef- 

ficients are kg^ = 200,   kt^ = -206,   kgo = 84,   and kg^ =12.    The static 

load versus elongation characteristics of this belt are shown in Figure 4. 

The coefficient kRc expresses the nonelastic part of the force,   and it was 

arbitrarily set equal to 50. 

The actual stretching of the shoulder harness is given by the quantity 

XXSH = Xc -  Xnr - STT,  where Xnc is the initial X coordinate of the passen- 5 05        H 05 r 

ger's shoulder and Spj is the initial slack in the harness.    The force PTT is 

zero when Xc - XQC ^ STT.  and when Xc - XQC > STT it is given as 

PH " ^tt^11) + kißOasH)2 + kj^ (19) 

For the few calculations for which the shoulder harness was considered, 

values of the constants were arbitrarily selected to be    ktri  = 200, 

kH2 = 100,   and kH3 = 5. 

Seat Cushion 

If P_„ is the initial value of P_,   then further values of P     are given by 

PC = P0C + ^[V^OB " (LB + 6)sin(9B + h*] + 

*Cz[hBin*0B - (LB + 6)sin(eB + es)] 3 + 
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^[fisinCeg + 9S) + (Lg + ft)(6B + ös)cos(eB + es)]       (20) 

where SQQ, is the initial value of 9«.    The value of Mc may then be written 

as 
V^ - KPc(e2 + or) (21) 

where K is estimated or obtained from actual tests and ot is calculated 

from the initial conditions.    The values used for the coefficients were 

kcl = 300,  kC2 = 100,  kC3 = -50,   and K= 25. 

The friction force between the passenger and the seat is given by MCPQ, 

where Mg is the coefficient of friction.    In order to have the friction force 

in the correct direction at all times,  and also to effect a smooth transition 

when the velocity changes sign,  Ug is expressed as 

^S " *! ' *S (22) 

as long as x   - x   < \k,  and 

jis - * ^--n- (23) 

when lx,  - x«  > n,  where M- is the nriaximum value of the coefficient of 

friction. 

Reaction From Floor on Passenger's Feet 

As long as the feet are in contact with the floor,  the vertical component of 

reaction is given by 

Ry3 - R^ - 10,000y3 - l,000y3 (2U) 
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and whenever R   , ^ 0,  then R   , = 0 and R  , = 0. y3 y3 x3 

Similarly, 

Rx3 ' Rx3    ' ^'O00^ " xoJ ' 1»00Qi3 (25) 

when R  3 > 0 and iRj.?! ^ ^F^vS5   ^ut as soon as l^xsl > ^F^vS'   t^en 

R   . is given by 
x3 

Rx3 " -"As (26) 

where Pip is the coefficient of friction between the floor and the feet. 

The consideration of a rigid floor and static friction on the passenger's feet 

greatly complicated the problem at first;  but with the introduction of Equa- 

tions 24 and 25,  these complications were completely overcome.   Equations 

24 and 25 merely state that the combination of the floor and the passenger's 

feet is equally flexible in the horizontal and vertical directions and that the 

motion is damped.    Damping is introduced wherever possible because it has 

the quality of smoothing out the motion and thereby increasing the accuracy 

of the calculations.    The constants 10, 000 and 1, 000 in Equations 24 and 25 

are wholly arbitrary and are chosen large enough so that only a negligibly 

small negative vertical deflection of the feet is permitted. 

In order to effect a smooth transition from the static to the dynamic condi- 

tion,  let 
^-x3 (27) 
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until IxJ becomes greater than the estimated coefficient of friction, (i,. 

After that, ^ 
(28) 

Moment Pairs due to Muscular Tension 

Since the distortion of a human body is limited by tension in muscles and 

ligaments,   such restrictions must be introduced into the analysis in order 

for it to be realistic.    The following equations have proved to be effective 

in accomplishing this: 

If ten^ ■ 0.2 + 82 " e3  » 
b.-»2 

and (tem.  * O), then HL . ' &0 -    ,.     J. .  "  ^ L ^»3       2,3     §   - §1   + o.l 

If (ten^ > 0), then M^' 3 = ^ 3 + b2 3tem1(§3 - Gg - 10) 

(29a) 

*k-*2 

If ten^ « 9^ - e2 - 1.1 , 

and (tau i 0), then H9 1. ■ «U 1. -77 ". .      ^Z 2,4       2,4    |^ _ e2|   + 0tl 

If (temg > 0), then ^ k ' ^2 k + h2 Utem2(6U ' ®2 + 10^ 

(29b) 

6-6 
When (A   + 0.3 * B   > 9. ), then    H«   _ - a.   _ -p Vr-^ + M^ 4 5      4 ^,5       4,5     e   . e^   + 0.1      ^»5 

Let tem_ ■ 6. - Oh - 0.3 . 

if (e5 > e^ + 0.3), then   ^ = ^5 + Y5teffi3(e5 - eu + 10 |^—^j") 

if (e5 ^ e^), then ^5 » y 5 [^ - e^ * io(e5 - eu)] + M^) 

(29c) 
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^ - 9, 
When (ec + 1.2 > 9, > ej, then   M: , - a_ ,    ,.       . /  + K t 5 by* 3,6        5,6      e   . e     + o.!       3,6 

Let tern.   • 6g - 8- - 1.2 , 

If (e6 > e5 + 1.2), then   M^6 - M^g + b5>6temu(e6 - 9.. + 10) 

- If (96 ^ 95), then M^ - b^^ - 95 + 10(e6 - 9^] + M<°) 

(29d) 

if tem  = e5 + e7 - 3.2, 

and (tem,. ^ O), then 
9^e7 + JO) 

"5,7 " a
5>7    |S5 /ö7| t 0.1 + "5.7 

If (tem,. > 0), then M^ 7 « M^ 7 + bj 7tea^(l + '*3 + tj) 

(29e) 

9o - 9. 
2^Z_ + M(°) 

If tenig = 0.2 + e7 - 9g , 

and (tem, s: 0), then Ml ft « a_ Ä -p 
2-r-rl + ^"D 6 7,8       7,8     |e8 . 9^   + 0jl      7,8 

If (temg > 0), then Hj)8 - M'7)8 + b7>8tem6(98 - ^ - l) 

(29f) 

* In these equations the terms with super zero are the initial values re- 

quired for static equilibrium,  and the primed and double primed expres- 

sions are applicable under the conditions indicated at the left. 
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Subroutine for the Seat 

The subroutine for th« seat was by far the most difficult one,  and hence the 

last to be perfected. 

S       S M Figure 5 shows the three reactions R^,   R ,  and Rq ,  all acting at the seat 

belt attachment point,  as they are incorporated in the original program. 

Figure 6 shows the real reactions R^,   R^,  and Ry,  all acting at the cabin 

floor on the legs of the seat.    The relation between the two sets of reac- 

tions is evidently 

RS - RP + RR (30) 
y     y     y 

If Ry is known,  then 

R . 

Rs - ^+ <4 - V 

y     y     y 

,M 
*B - "x ^ + <<« + e' " Hye 

md if R    is known,  then 

RF - RS - RR 

y     y     y 

From Equations 33 and 35,   it follows that 

R* 
1M ,S %s 

d + e 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

ilk) 

(35) 

(36) 

R R  
Rxys"

Rvd-Rs 
d + e 
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The seat routine now revolves around Equations 5,   6,  and 7,   which are the 

differential equations of motion for the seat.    In order to simplify the 

equations,  the quantities z^ through zg are introduced,  where 

21 - (dee - c2)PH + ^ + PC(LB + 6)cos(eB + Sg) + 

Cl[PBsin(eB + eS) " Pc] " ^IVc + PBcos(eB + h*] 

z2 ■ CjSineg - CgCoseg 

Z3 " t tPBC08eB + PH + PC(jiSCOs9S * ^h^ • ax 

z^ » ciCOßes + c28ines 

S5 " 4 [PBSineB - PC(c0ses + V^S^ " « " 

26 " ^ * mSz8Z2 z7"is| + ZU(zU+e) 

z8 ' yS " z2 z   ■ d + e 

"10 " Zl. " d Zll " ZU + e 

Equations 5,   6,   and 7 can now be solved for the second derivatives to 

yield 
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5S ■ ^ ^1 - "S + "y \ * K ^ (38) s 
RS 

They can also be solved for the reaction components to yield 

Rs " zi + Rfr zk + R^ z2 - ises (Ul) 

Rx « ms(xs - z2es - z3) (U2) 

Ry " »S^S - Vs " Z5) (U3) 

M 
It is seen that the six variable quantities involved are   9g,   Xg,   yg,   Rg , 

S S R   ,  and R   .    In addition,Equations 30 to 37 also introduce the quantities 

R     and Br .    During the development of the program,  any three of these 

quantities are obtained from either the relationships between force and de- 

formation or the requirement that x  ,   y   ,  and y ' must never become nega- 

tive.    This last requirement is tantamount to requiring that the seat not be 

permitted to vibrate during the crash,   and it is the key to the success of 

the subroutine; without it,   computer time was increased by an order of 

magnitude.    In many cases the calculations could not be performed at all 

because the small time increments required created excessive scatter in 

the calculated values. 
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The following special equations were developed for the seat routine; 

Given Rx,   R   ,  and Qg 

M First 51c is obtained from Equation 39.    Next Rg   is obtained in terms of 

R    from Equation 35.    Substituting this into Equation 38 gives R : 

S      Vs - 21 + Rx Z6 " R
y 

Z9 
yE z10 

m 
Then,   yg may be obtained from Equation 40 and R' from Equation 34. 

Given R5,   y,,,  and RF 

 x    ' S ^_ 

M 
In this case R^, is found from Equation 33 and substituted into Equation 

S 38.    This equation may then be solved for 6_ in terms of R   ,  and the re- 
S y 

suiting expression may be substituted into Equation 40,   which then may be 

s 
solved for R    in terms of known quantities only.    The resulting equation is 

y 

^(ys - z
5) - \ 

S F       *1 
z.  - R zQ - R    z^ ! ■ 1       x 3       v   9J (U5) 

The value of R^ is then obtained from Equation 32,   R^ from Equation 31, 

9g from Equation 38,   and Xg from Equation 39. 

• 

Given Xg,   ysl  and R* 

In this case R   is found in terms of 9g from Equation 42,   and R,,   in terms 

S 
of R    from Equation 33.    These expressions may then be substituted in 

Equation 38 to give 

[Zl • Ry ^ ^ mSZ8(^ • V * Ry 2ll] (U6) 
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This value of 85 may now be substituted into Equation 40,  which then may 

o 
be solved for R to give 

y  B 

z 
y« -2. 

*i» r 
■ U Lzi " 

F 
R z„ + 9 + *ßzB^3 (z - xs)] 

ZU   . 1 — z,.. + — z6 11  ms 

(U7) 

Qg can now be found from Equation 46,   R^ from Equation 42,  and R    from       * 

Equation 32,  which completes the determination of all desired quantities. 

Given xc,   RF,  and RR 

 S      y' y_ 

In this case Rx is found in terms of *9g from Equation 42,   R    from Equa- 

ls 
tion 30,  and Rg   from Equation 31.    These expressions may then be sub- 

stituted into Equation 38 to yield 

8, IX ** y 210 + Rv zll • W-B x„ - z )] (U8) 

The value of y    is now found from Equation 40,  and R^ from Equation 42, 
ö X 

which completes the determination of all desired quantities. 

The procedure now is as follows: As long as Xg, yg, and yjl are all posi- 

tive, the reactions are calculated from the displacements as indicated by 

Figures 7 and 8. 

For the horizontal reaction, 

x xl S       x2 S m 
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; 

until the absolute value of the reaction reaches the load-limiter value R.; 

after that,  R    = -R..    This is illustrated in Figure 7.    The coefficient 
x A * 

k , B R   /x     ,  where x is the elastic deflection of the seat in the x 
xl A    SE SE 

direction and kx2 is a damping coefficient. 

For the front legs,  the force-displacement pattern of Figure 6 also holds, 

and here R« is the buckling load,  y^p the elastic shortening of the leg, 

and Ycr the amount of shortening corresponding to complete collapse of 

the leg.    This latter value is arbitrarily set equal to 5 inches;  and when 

y'A reaches ycc  t^e computer prints "Seat Failed" and the calculations 

stop.    Thus, 

RF - kF + k^y" + kF y" (50) y       y       yl'S       y2''S 

until the buckling load is reached; after that,   R      = RR.    The coefficient 

F F F 
k     is obtained from statics,   k   . = R0/y"   ,  and k  _ is a damping 

Y yl        B   'SE y2 r    B 

coefficient. 

For the rear legs,   the force-displacement pattern is assumed to be as 

shown in Figure 8,  where y'      is the limit of elastic deflection and R_ is 

the corresponding value of the reaction.    For simplicity, both the front and 

rear legs are considered to be vertical in the calculations.    Thusi 

for the elastic part of the curve» 
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as long as y'   s Y'CVS', after that, 

K 'RE " ky2yS - k^CyJ - y^E) (52) 

for the plastic part of the curve. 

Whenever any one of the quantities ig,   yg.  or y'A becomes so small that it 

would become negative during the next time interval,   its derivative is 

given such a value that if it were constant the quantity in question would 

become zero at the end of the time interval.    In this way only small 

negative values are permitted for the quantities x—   yq,   and y'A,    When any 

one of the quantities x^f   Yc>   or V'c ^s given in this way,   a different set of 

equations is used to obtain the reactions,   but in all cases the differential 

equations of equilibrium are satisfied,   and the required equations are 

always available among Equations 60 through 50.    Appendix II gives a 

detailed flow chart for this seat routine. 

INITIAL VALUES 

The initial values of the muscle forces are obtained by putting all accel- 

erations equal to zero in the moment equations so as to obtain static 

equilibrium,   except that in Equation 8 the value for M^, '^ is arbitrarily 

given by 

l2, 3 

(0) 
% (53) 

From Equations 10,   11,   and 12,   then 
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M5?6 " %h * ßine06 

^8 " VS g sine08 

M5 J ' ^S ■ "7,8^7 g 8ine07 

(5U) 

(55) 

(56) 

Similarly,   from Equation 13, 

\5    "5,6 * M5?7 + m5,8L5 ß 8ine05 (57) 

If the passenger's feet are on the floor before the crash,   then 

X ■ sine03 ■ 
y0S + V^QB " L28ine02 (58) 

A value of X ^ 1 means that the feet do not reach the floor,   and the fol- 

lowing values are appropriate: 

TT 

03     2 40) - *% ■0 (59) 

If X s 0,  then 

e0   «■ Bin'1* (60) 

and R* J and Rv J are arbitrarily given the value: 

x3 

y3 

(61) 

(62) 

Also, the initial values of the friction coefficients are set equal to zero,  or 
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^OS ■ 0 (63^ 

^ - 0 (6U) 

For the seat cushion,  it follows that 

Poc-ing-W3 (65) 

M0C " W2L2C0882 (66) 

The value of a is then given as 

« " KP^ * e02 

This calculation is built into the program. 

The initial value of M2  4 is assumed to be zero because it will be balanced 

by the back of the seat as the passenger leans against it.    All other initial 

values are calculated automatically. 

COMPARISON OF CALCULATION AND EXPERIMENT 

A dynamic seat test has been made using two dun mies in a typical air- 

craft seat.    The acceleration-time curve obtained in the test is indicated 

by the dotted curve in Figure 9.    A computer calculation was then made by 

using the triangular acceleration-time curve shown by the solid line of 

Figure 9.    The dashed curves in Figures 10 through 13 are taken from the 

test data.    The corresponding calculated quantities are shown by the solid 

curves in the same figures.    The agreement is considered to be satisfac- 

tory.    In particular,  the peak values are very close,  which is the most im- 
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portant information for design purposes.    Further comparisons are needed 

between experiment and the computer solution, however,  with particular 

emphasis on the behavior of live subjects.    The effect of muscle tension 

on the response of the subject may be of considerable consequence,   espe- 

cially at the lower levels of floor deceleration. 

OTHER OUTPUT 

The design section of this report (Chapter 2) presents the primary com- 

puter output developed in this study.    As a matter of interest,  however, 

Figure 14 shows the actual calculated displacements of a dummy for a 

particular acceleration-time curve,   and Figure 15 shows the same for a 

dummy with shoulder harness.    In each case the displacement of the 

dummy is extreme.    This fact strongly suggests that future correlation of 

data on the human tolerance to decelerative loading with the computed pas- 

senger response will be needed to bring about a complete understanding 

of the significance of the computer input.    The figures,  nevertheless, 

indicate the capability of the method in studying the response of the 

system. 
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CHAPTER 2 

A SPECTRUM OF DESIGN DATA BASED ON 
RESULTS FROM THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

FOR DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF SEAT-PASSENGER SYSTEMS 

INTRODUCTION 

It requires only a brief consideration of the model of the seat-passenger 

system shown in Figure 2 and the nearly two hundred input and output 

variables listed in Table II to conclude that a complete investigation of the 

effects and interactions of all the variables is impractical,  if not impos- 

sible.   The picture becomes even more complex when one recognizes that 

the output variables may be strongly affected by the characteristics of the 

crash pulse,  and that a wide variety of crash-pulse conditions can readily 

occur.    When one further considers that other factors such as the angle of 

incidence of the crashing aircraft,  seat belt charactertistics,  passenger 

weight, and force-deflection characteristics of the seat all may exhibit an 

important influence on the resulting forces,  displacements,  velocities, 

and accelerations of the seat and the occupant,  it becomes very clear that 

much judgement is required in making meaningful calculations. 

Therefore,  it is not claimed that the results and data presented in this 

report are comprehensive.    Indeed, they are not.    However,  an attempt 

has been made to select those combinations of variables which would 

seem to be of the most significance from the standpoint of design interest. 
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By proceeding in this way,  two objectives have been met:  (1) a demonstra- 

tion of the potential design utility of the computer program described in 

Chapter 1,  and (2) the accumulation of a limited amount of design data for 

practical or typical ranges of the more important input variables and 

several crash pulse conditions. 

While every effort has been made to select reasonable and typical values 

and ranges for all input variables,   some of the values require further con- 

firmation before firm design configurations can reasonably be based on the 

results from the computer program.    Caution is therefore advised in the 

use of these results for final design purposes,  and the designer must 

carefully evaluate the applicability of all input data tabulated in Table II, 

as well as the data on the curve of interest. 

The data presented in this chapter are intended to presage the potential of 

the computer program in solving seat design problems under crash condi- 

tions.    These data represent only a meager beginning,  but certain very 

interesting trends can nevertheless be observed.    Much significant work 

remains for the future. 

INPUT CHARACTERISTICS AND 
CONCEPTS USED IN THE STUDY 

DESIGN VARIABLES STUDIED 

The vastness of the variable space involved in a computation of the com- 

plexity of the one described in Chapter 1 makes essential the judicious 

choice of output variables of primary interest.    For this reason, the 
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following eight output variables were selected as being of utmost interest 

to the seat designer: 

1. Seat displacement with respect to the aircraft floor in the fore- 

aft direction. 

2. Seat belt load. 

3. Pelvic displacement with respect to the seat. 

4. Vertical force reaction on the front seat legs. 

5. Vertical force reaction on the rear seat legs. 

6. Horizontal force on the seat legs in the fore-aft direction. 

7. Pelvic deceleration of the occupant in the fore-aft direction. 

8. Maximum velocity of the occupant's head. 

In the presentation of the data in the figures,  the order of presentation is 

consistent in all cases with the order set in the above list. 

THE LOAD-LIMITER CONCEPT 

In the course of this investigation, it has been determined that the use of a 

load limiter is in many cases very beneficial.    A load limiter is a device 

which has a force-deflection characteristic such that the deflection is 

eäStoDtially zero until the load reaches a preset magnitude and then 

deflects indefinitely while maintaining the preset load.    Such a character- 

istic is shown graphically in Figure 16.    When a load limiter is placed in 

series with a seat,  for example, the force on the seat can never exceed 

the preset force level of the load limiter.    More details regarding load- 
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Umiter devices are presented in Chapter 3,  but it should be noted that the 

data presented in this chapter are all based on the use of a seat in series 

with an ideal load Umiter, i. e. , one with a force-deflection characteristic 

as shown in Figure 16.    The load-limiter setting is in every case noted 

either on the curve or on the common data sheet preceding the curve group 

CRASH.PULSE CHARACTERISTICS 

The acceleration-time characteristic of the crash pulse is an important 

input to the calculation of the magnitudes of the design variables.    The 

computer program has been written so that essentially any crash pulse 

can be used simply by putting a new subroutine into the calculation.    Even 

the most complex actual crash pulse can be approximated well through use 

of harmonic analysis.    For purposes of the current study, however,  it was 

decided to utilize several acceleration-time patterns of relatively simple 

geometry but,   nevertheless,  with acceleration peaks and crash durations 

approximating "typical" aircraft    rashes.    Consequently, the data pre- 

sented are all for pulse shapes which are triangular,   sinusoidal,   trapezoi- 

dal,  triangular with secondary spikes,  or repeated triangular acceleration- 

time patterns. 

An array of various crash pulses conceived to facilitate the study of the 

selected design variables is presented in Figure 17.    Not all of these 

pulses have thus far been utilized in the current study due to time limita- 

tions.    Table III presents a series of comparisons that would be possible 
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if data were available for all of the pulse shapes shown in Figure 17. 

Several of these comparisons are presented in the data discussed later in 

this chapter,  but some remain for future investigation. 

Pulse 3 of Figure 17 is a symmetrical triangle with a 20G peak and 0. 20- 

second duration,   representing a velocity change of about 64 feet per 

second.    This pulse has been used as a "standard" pulse,  and the results 

from this pulse are repeatedly plotted as a basis of comparison through- 

out the data presented. 

One further observation is appropriate here.   All of the crash pulses used 

in generating the data presented in this report correspond to a velocity 

change of 64 feet per second.    This includes triangles,   sinusoids,  trape- 

zoids,  triangles with spikes,  and repeated triangles.    While it is true that 

some of the pulses sketched in Figure 17 correspond to other velocity 

changes,  none of these has been used to generate data for this report. 

The crash-pulse acceleration-time geometry is noted on the common data 

sheet preceding the curve group,  where an appropriate reference is given 

to Figure 17 for detailed pulse specifications. 

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE OF CRASH 

The angle of incidence of the crash is an important variable in determin- 

ing the magnitude of the design variables for a given crash pulse.    In the 

inital study reported here,   the program is written so that the vertical ac- 

celeration component is at all times a fixed proportion of the horizontal 
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acceleration component.    The vertical acceleration-time pulse is always 

in phase and geometrically similar to the horizontal acceleration-time 

pulse,  and the vertical component is equal to the horizontal component 

mutliplied by the tangent of the angle between the resultant acceleration 

vector and the floor line as shown in the small sketch of the seat in the 

following figures.    The basic pulse (referenced on the common data 

sheets preceding each curve group and sketched in Figure 17) is the 

horizontal pulse,   that is,  the pulse applied parallel to the floor. 

PRESENTATION OF DATA 

DATA GROUPING 

A spectrum of data useful for preliminary design and overall comparison 

purposes is plotted and discussed in the following paragraphs.    To make 

the presentation as clear as possible,  the curves have been grouped into 

13 sets; each set is self-contained in a separate group at the end of this 

report. 

DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES STUDIED 

Design Variables as Functions of Time for Triangular Crash Pulses 

Figure 18 through 26 display the data pertinent to this discussion.    These 

nine curves show seat displacement,   seat belt load,  and pelvic decelera- 

tion as functions of time for three different load-limiter settings and five 

different triangular crash pulses.   All pulses represent a 64-foot-per- 

second velocity change.    The following observations may be made: 
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1. As load-limiter setting is decreased,  the required seat displace- 

ment is increased.    Approximately 10 inches of displacement is 

required, at worst,  for the conditions investigated. 

2. Generally, as the peak of the triangular pulse occurs later in the 

pulse (longer rise time),  the required seat displacement is 

increased. 
■ 

3. The largest seat displacements are required by the combination 

of % late peak in the crash pulse together with a low load-limiter 

setting. 

4. The maximum seat belt load is virtually independent of the rise 

time,  although the time at which it occurs is a function of rise 

time. 

5. Generally,  the maximum seat belt load increases as the load 

limiter is set at higher force levels. 

6. Pelvic acceleration levels range from about 40 to 80 percent 

higher than the input crash-pulse peak acceleration.    The condi- 

tion is worse for the higher load-limiter settings. 

Design Variables as Functions of Time for Trapezoidal Crash Pulses 

Figures 27 through 34 display the data pertinent to this discussion.    The 

eight curves show in sequence the eight design variables of interest as 

functions of tirrfe for two trapezoidal crash pulses.    These are Pulses 16 

and 18 shown in Figure 17.    The standard pulse.   Pulse 3,   is plotted for 
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reference. All pulses represent a 64-foot-per-second velocity change. 

Only a single value of load-limiter setting is presented. The following 

observations may be made: 

1. No outstanding or unusual trends are apparent. 

2. The 40G peak short-duration trapezoid results in early peak 

values in all design variables. 

3. The 20G peak trapezoid behaves somev/hat like a 20G triangle 

with an early peak. 

4. The maximum pelvic acceleration associated with the 40G pulse 

is only about 42G,  while the pelvic acceleration associated with 

the 20G pulse is about 31G.    The maximum pelvic acceleration 

value for the 40G trapezoid occurs on a primary peak,  while for 

the 20G trapezoid the maximum value occurs on a secondary peak. 

Design Variables as Functions of Time for Sinusoidal Crash Pulses 

Figures 35 through 42 display the data pertinent to this discussion.    The 

eight curves show in sequence the eight design variables of interest as 

functions of time for two sinusoidal pulses.    These are Pulses 13 and 15 

shown in Figure 17.    The standard pulse,   Pulse 3,  is plotted for reference. 

All pulses represent a 64-foot-per-second velocity change.    Only a single 

value of load-limiter setting is presented.    The following observations 

may be made: 

1.     Seat displacement required is about the same for both sinusoidal 
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pulses as for the standard triangular pulse. 

2. The seat belt load is about the same for the 20G sinusoidal pulse 

as for the 20G standard triangular pulse,  and even for the 40G 

sinusoidal pulse the seat belt load is only about 20 percent 

greater. 

3. The 40G peak short-duration sinusoid results in early peak values 

in all design variables. 

4. The maximum pelvic acceleration with the 40G pulse is only 

about 42G,  while the pelvic acceleration associated with the 20G 

pulse is about 31G.    The maximum pelvic acceleration value for 

the 40G sinusoid occurs on a primary peak,  while the maximum 

value for the 20G sinusoid occurs on a secondary peak.    . 

5. Maximum values of occupant head velocity are about the same for 

both sinusoidal pulses. 

Effects of Changing the Load-Limiter Setting 

Figures 43 through 50 display the data pertinent to this discussion.    The 

eight curves show in sequence maximum values of the eight design vari- 

ables of interest as functions of load-limiter setting.    A family of curves 

representing five different triangular pulses is shown.    These are Pulses 

1,   2,   3,   4,  and 5 shown in Figure 17.    All pulses represent a 64-foot-per- 

second velocity change.    The following observations may be made: 

1.      As the load limiter is set to lower values,  the required seat 
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displacement increases.    Approximately 10 inches of seat dis- 

placement is required for the worst case investigated. 

Z.     The time in the triangular crash pulse at which the peak value of 

acceleration occurs has a marked effect on the required seat 

displacement.    A late peak represents the most severe condition. 

3. Maximum seat belt load is a strong function of load-limiter set- 

ting.    The seat belt load,  and hence the force on both seat and 

passenger,  can be significantly lowered by lowering the load- 

limiter setting. 

4. All vertical and horizontal reactions are strong functions of 

load-limiter setting.    Hence,  all forces,   and therefore stresses, 

and therefore structural weights,  are significantly reduced by 

lowering the load-limiter setting. 

Maximum pelvic displacement with respect to the seat is not 

much affected by load-limiter setting. 

The maximum pelvic acceleration can be significantly reduced 

by lower load-limiter setting for most crash pulses studied. 

The maximum head velocity is little affected by the load-limiter 

setting. 

5. 

6. 

Effects of Rise Time in Triangular Crash Pulses 

Figures 51 through 58 display the data pertinent to this discussion.    The 

eight curves show in sequence the eight design variables of interest as 
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functions of rise time of the triangular pulse.    A family of curves repre- 

senting five different load-limiter settings is shown.    All pulses represent 

a 64-foot-per-second velocity change.    The following observations may be 

made: 

1. For any given load-limiter setting, the required seat displacement 

is not a very strong function of crash pulse rise time. 

2. Seat belt load,  pelvic displacement with respect to the seat,  all 

vertical and horizontal force reactions on the seat,  pelvic accel- 

eration, and head velocity are all essentially indepenoent of the 

rise time of the crash pulse. 

Effects of Changing the Peak Values of Triangular Crash Pulses 

Figures 59 through 66 display the data pertinent to this discussion.    The 

eight curves show in sequence the eight design variables of interest as 

functions of time for the different triangular pulses.    These are Pulses 

3 and 11 shown in Figure 17.    Both pulses represent a 64-foot-per-second 

velocity change.    Only a single value of load-limiter setting is presented. 

The following observations may be made: 

1. Seat displacement required is about the same for both the 40G 

peak and the 20G peak triangular crash pulses. 

2. The seat belt load for the 40G triangular pulse is less than 20 

percent greater than for the 20G peak triangular pulse. 

3. The 40G peak short-duration triangle results in early peak 
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values in all design variables. 

4. The maximum pelvic acceleration with the 40G pulse is only 

about 40G, while the pelvic acceleration associated with the 20G 

pulse is about 30G.    The maximum pelvic acceleration value for 

the 40G triangle occurs on a primary peak,  while for the 20G 

triangle the maximum value occurs on a secondary peak. 

5. Maximum values of occupant head velocity are about the same 

for both triangular pulses. 

Effects of Secondary Spikes in the Crash Pulse 

Figures 67 through 74 display the data pertinent to this discussion.    The 

eight curves show in sequence the eight design variables of interest as 

functions of time for two different triangular pulses with secondary short- 

duration spikes.    These are Pulses 23 and 26 shown in Figure 17.    The 

standard pulse,   Pulse 3,  is plotted for reference.    All pulses represent 

a 64-foot-per-second velocity change.    Only a single value of load-limiter 

setting is presented.    The following observation may be made: 

The required seat displacement, maximum values of seat belt 

load,  pelvic displacement with respect to the seat,  all vertical 

and horizontal seat reactions,  pelvic acceleration,  and head 

velocity are essentially unaffected by the presence of secondary 

spikes in the crash pulse. 
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Effects of Repeated Peaks in the Crash Pulse 

Figures 75 through 82 display the data pertinent to this discussion.    The 

eight curves show in sequence the eight design variables of interest as 

functions of time for two different repeated-triangular-pulse configura- 

tions.    These are Pulses 29 and 30 shown in Figure 17.    The standard 

pulse,  Pulse 3,  is plotted for reference.    All pulses represent a 64-foot- 

per-second velocity change.    Only a single value of load-limiter setting is 

presented.    The following observations may be made: 

1. The required seat displacement is somewhat increased by the 

occurrence of multiple or repeated peaks in the crash pulse. 

2. The maximum values of seat belt load,  pelvic displacement with 
« 

respect to the seat,  all vertical and horizontal seat reactions, 

pelvic acceleration,  and head velocity are essentially unaffected 

by multiple peaks in the crash pulse.    The time of occurrence is, 

however,   somewhat later for the pulses studied. 

Effects of Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration Components on Seat 

Figures 83 through 90 display the data pertinent to this discus ;ion.    The 

eight curves show in sequence the eight design variables of interest as 

functions of time for three different ratios of vertical to horizontal accel- 

eration components on the seat.    These curves are shown only for the 

standard Pulse 3 and one value of load-limiter setting.    From these data, 
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the following observations may be made; 

1. As the ratio of the "vertical" acceleration pulse to the "horizon- 

tal" acceleration pulse is increased,  i. e.,  as tangent 9 is 

increased,   the required seat displacement increases. 

2. The seat belt loads,  pelvic displacement with respect to the seat, 

and occupant head velocity are virtually independent of the ratio 

of vertical to horizontal acceleration components for the range 

investigated. 

3. Pelvic acceleration, especially the secondary peaks, seems to 

be rather sensitive to the angle 6. The angle whose tangent is 

0. 2 yields a pelvic acceleration of 31G, while the bracketing 

values of tangent 9 equal to 0 and 0. 4 yield maximum accelera- 

tion peaks of only about 17G. This conclusion is based on very 

meager data, however, and needs further study before definite 

conclusions can be drawn. 

Effects of Passenger Weight 

Figures 91 through 98 display the data pertinent to this discussion.    The 

eight curves show in sequence the eight design variables of interest as 

functions of time for two different passenger weights.    These curves are 

shown only for the standard Pulse 3 and one value of load-limiter setting. 

The following observations may be made: 

1.      The required seat displacement is significantly larger for the 
heavy passenger. 
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2. The seat belt load,  pelvic displacement with respect to the seat, 

and all vertical and horizontal reaction forces on the seat are 

significantly greater for the heavy passenger. 

3. The pelvic acceleration is greater for the lightweight passenger. 

4. The head velocity is slightly greater for the heavy passenger. 

Effects of Slack in the Seat Belt 

Figures 99 through 106 and 107 through 114 display the data pertinent to 

this discussion.    The eight curves in each group show in sequence the 

eight design variables of interest.    In the first group the maximum values 

of the variables are plotted versus load-limiter settings for three values 

of seat belt slack.    In the second group the variables are plotted as func- 

tions of time for a load-limiter setting of 25G.    The crash pulse used is 

Pulse 1 shown in Figure 17.    The following observations may be made: 

1. At load-limiter settings greater than about 4528 pounds,  the 

equivalent of a 20G acceleration force on a 187-pound man,  the 

amount of slack in the seat belt has little effect on the required 

seat displacement.    At load-limiter settings below about 4528 

pounds,  increasing the amount of slack means that an increase is 

required in the available seat displacement. 

2. The maximum seat belt load is essentially independent of the 

amount of seat belt slack in the range of load-limiter settings 
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investigated.    At hi 'h load-limiter settings,  above about 30G 

equivalent force on the 187-pound occupant,   the seat  belt load is 

actually decreased with an increased amount of seat belt slack. 

3. The amount of slack in the seat belt does not greatly affect any of 

the maximum vertical or horizontal reaction forces on the seat. 

4. The maximum pelvic deceleration is greatly affected by the 

existence of seat belt slack.    For 5 inches of seat belt slack,   the 

maximum pelvic acceleration is on the order of three times as 

great as for the condition of no slack; for 2 inches of seat belt 

slack,  the maximum pelvic acceleration is nearly double that 

for no slack. 

Effects of Shoulder Harness 

Figures 115 through 12 3 display the data pertinent to this discussion.    The 

nine curves  show in sequence the  nine design variables of interest as 

functions of time for the condition of seat belt only and the condition of 

seat belt with shoulder harness.    The curves are shown only for the 

standard Pulse 3 and for one value of load-limiter setting.    The following 

observations may be made: 

1. The seat displacement required with shoulder harness is signifi- 

cantly less than with seat belt only. 

2. The maximum seat belt load with shoulder harness is only about 

20 percent as much as for seat belt only.    Of course,  the 
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shoulder harness takes some of the load,  but the total seat belt 

plus shoulder harness load is,   at a maximum,  only about 60 per- 

cent as much as the seat belt load for seat belt only. 

3. The maximum pelvic displacement with respect to the seat is 

only about half as much with shoulder harness as without shoulder 

harness. 

4. The vertical force reactions on the seat are virtually the same 

with and without shoulder harness. 

5. The total horizontal force reaction on the seat with shoulder 

harness is reduced to about 80 percent of the horizontal force 

reaction on the seat without shoulder harness. 

6. The maximum pelvic acceleration is reduced from about 31G to 

about 21G by the use of shoulder harness. 

7. The maximum head velocity is reduced by a factor of 3 through 

the use of shoulder harness. 

8. The shoulder harness loads are relatively low.    Due to the 

similarity of the force field on a seat with shoulder harness and 

an aft-facing seat,   one might infer that investigations of aft- 

facing seats should be reopened. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is evident that the spectrum of data presented here is miniscul.e when 

viewed as a part of all important and interesting combinations of the 

variables that might be studied; yet at the same time,  the 106 pages of 

graphical data border on being so voluminous as to be meaningless.    Lest 

those observations obscure the real value and potential of the computer 

program described in Chapter i,   it should be emphasized again that,  once 

a specific set of input conditions is specified,  it is a matter of only min- 

utes with this program before design information regarding forces,   re- 

actions,  displacements, velocities,  and accelerations is printed out and 

available.    If human tolerances were well defined, the domain of accept- 

able design data would be established and methodical seat design would be 

possible.    Unfortunately,  much remains to be done in the area of defining 

human tolerance to jerk and acceleration,  particularly in the forward- 

facing situation with seat belt restraint only. 

On the other hand,   limited though they are,   the data presented and dis- 

cussed above do provide some insight into the problem of seat design for 

crash survival.    Based on the observations made in the preceding para- 

graphs,  the following general conclusions may be drawn based en the 

ranges of the variables studied: 

1.      The use of a load limiter is generally effective in reducing loads 
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on the seat in all directions and in reducing accelerations on 

the occupant.   Hence,   seat weight might be significantly reduced 

by use of a load limiter. 

2. For a practical range of crash conditions, the maximum required 

seat displacement,   i. e.,   load-limiter stroke,   is on the order of 

about 10 inches.    This is in the range of practical feasibility. 

3. The seat belt load is not much affected by rise time and is not 

very sensitive to pulse shape so long as the pulses all correspond 

to the same velocity change.    Furthermore,   the seat belt loads 

are not much affected by changing the ratio of vertical to horizon- 

tal acceleration components. 

4. Significantly smaller dynamic overshoot factors are associated 

with higher crash-pulse acceleration peaks than with lower crash- 

pulse acceleration peaks.    For example,   20G crash pulses gener- 

ate 31-36G pelvic accelerations, while 40G crash pulses generate 

only 40-42G pelvic accelerations.    These observations are true 

rather independently of the crash-pulse shape so long as the 

velocity change associated with all the pulses is the same. 

5. Head velocity of the occupant is virtually the sai.ie,  from 800 to 

1,000 inches per second,   for all conditions investigated, with the 

notable single exception where shoulder harness was used.    The 

shoulder harness reduces the occupant head velocity by a factor 

of about 3. 
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6. Short-duration spikes in the crash-pulse acceleration-time char- 

acteristic,  either early or late,   seem to have virtually no effect 

on any of the design variables and for all practical purposes may 

be ignored. 

7. The presence of repeated peaks in the crash pulse acceleration- 

time characteristic seems to have virtually no effect on any of the 

design variables so long as the velocity changes associated with 

the pulses are all the same. 

8. Pelvic acceleration seems to be rather sensitive to the ratio of 

vertical to horizontal acceleration components. 

9. Seats must be designed for heavy passengers from a seat 

strength standpoint; but if load limiters are properly set for 

heavy passengers, the accelerations on lightweight passengers 

are significantly higher.    Some study of load limiters which can 

be adjusted according to passenger weight is indicated. 

10. Maximum seat belt load is essentially independent of the amount 

of slack in the belt for the range investigated. 

11. Reaction forces on the seat are not greatly affected by the amount 

of slack in the seat belt when the seat belt only is used. 

12. The maximum pelvic acceleration is greatly affected by seat belt 

slack,  being progressively worse for greater amounts of slack. 

13. The introduction of shoulder harness significantly reduces the 

total horizontal force reaction on the seat.    The same statement 
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may be appropriate for an aft-facing seat. 

14. The maximum passenger pelvic acceleration and head velocity- 

are significantly reduced by the introduction of shoulder harness. 

The same statement could be made for an aft-facing seat. 

15. The possibility of an occupant's "submarining" under the seat belt 

does not emerge as a serious problem in any of these studies. 

16. Due to the reduced seat loads and passenger accelerations and 

head velocities obtained for the case with shoulder harness,  and 

by inference,   for the aft-facing seat,  these cases should be given 

further study. 

While the foregoing conclusions are based on limited data, they do seem 

to provide useful insight for the seat designer interested in crashworthi- 

ness.    The observations regarding shoulder harness effects are especially 

interesting in military crew and troop seat application.    It is recom- 

mended that before any of the data or conclusions are used for design pur- 

poses,  the specific input conditions be carefully studied for specific ap- 

plicability.    Meanwhile,   it is recommended that these and other important 

design variables be further studied,  extended,  and verified. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DESIGN CONCEPTS AND FEASIBILITY STUDIES 
FOR SEAT SYSTEMS UNDER CRASH-PULSE LOADING 

INTRODUCTION 

Numerous design concepts have emerged in the course of this study 

through evaluation of the computational data presented in Chapter 2, 

through studing the results of acceleration tests on anthropomorphic 

dummies,  through studying actual accident reports,  by conducting special 

experiments to demonstrate fundamental concepts,  by making feasibility 

studies,   by discussing the subject with experts,  and through the more sub- 

jective processes of conceptual ideation.     Many of the concepts are not 

new,  and some of them may not be practical.    Data supporting the feasi- 

bility of some of the concepts are sketchy; however,  the concepts dis- 

cussed here are based on engineering data and analysis and are supported 

by preliminary feasibility studies in most cases.    More comprehensive 

data and more accurate analyses may generate new concepts or modify 

those presented here. 

THE CONCEPT OF LOAD LIMITING 

Perhaps one of the most important concepts studied is that of load limit- 

ing.    While this is not a new idea,   the real feasibility and practicability of 

using a load limiter have not been well demonstrated heretofore.    While 

the data presented in Chapter 2 are not exhaustive in this regard,  they do 
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cover a wide range of conditions,  and it may be stated conclusively that 

ior all conditions studied,  the use of a load limiter with appropriate char- 

acteristics will result in lower forces on the seat,   lower forces on the 

passenger,  and lower passenger accelerations for any given crash config- 

uration.    A further and very important observation is that, under the most 

serious crash conditions studied,  a maximum of only about 10 inches of 

load-limiter stroke,  that is,  forward displacement of the seat,   is required; 

and for most crash conditions,  a stroke of 4 to 6 inches is enough.    These 

displacements are well within the practical range for aircraft seating, 

whether commercial or military. 

The utility and feasibility of the load-limiter concept are not only sup- 

ported by the data of Chapter 2 but by the results of a special series of 

experiments as well  .    While it is not the function of this report to recom- 

mend specific configurations for load limiting,  a few general observations 

regarding feasibility are in order.    Generally,  load limiters for aircraft 

seating may be divided into three broad categories:   (1) structurally 

integral load limiters;  (2) external load limiters,   that is, devices between 

the seat structure and the connection to the airframe; and (3) combinations 

of structurally integral and external devices. 

STRUCTURALLY INTEGRAL LOAD LIMITERS 

Structurally integral load limiters may take the form of either a special 

device or devices incorporated in the seat structure,  or the structural 
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members themselves might be designed to provide the load-limiting 

function.    Figure 124 shows schematically a load-limiting diagonal in the 

seat structure.    Several observations are apparent when one considers the 

typical dimensions shown and the data of Chapter 3,  which indicate 

that a 10-inch forward seat motion may be desired.    These observa- 

tions are: 

1. To obtain the desired load-limiter stroke,   the seat must undergo a 

vertical displacement which brings it within about 6 inches of the 

floor. 

2. The vertical seat displacement provides a measure of load limit- 

ing in the vertical direction,  which may be considered an advan- 

tage. 

3. The vertical seat displacement may generate leg injuries due to 

the close approach to floor level.    This is a disadvantage. 

4. Large angular deflections of each joint and at the floor attachment 

sites must be provided. 

5. Large changes in length must be sustained by structural members; 

for example,   the diagonal in Figure 124 must undergo a change in 

length of over 30 percent without failure. 

6. "Bottoming" of the load limiter must be avoided.    For example, 

in Figure 124,  when the parallelogram reaches a dead center 

position, the load limiter becomes ineffective and the forces and 

accelerations on the seat and passenger may jump to intolerable 
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levels if the situation requires further stroking of the load- 

limiting device. 

7. Forces on the seat structure are not well defined and are always 

a function of the crash pulse magnitude.    Hence,   seat design can- 

not be based on a well-known force system,   and the result may be 

either a weight penalty associated with overdesign or seat failure 

associated with underdesign. 

8. Stress concentration problems must be considered carefully and 

evaluated under the conditions of crash-pulse impact loading. 

9. In general,   high ductility is to be desired,  with an attendant 

sacrifice in strength or weight. 

Some of the above observations may be viewed as advantages and others as 

disadvantages,   depending on other design constraints.    They are merely 

presented here for consideration. 

EXTERNAL LOAD LIMITERS 

External load limiters take the form of a device in series with the seat 

structure but independent of the structure.     For example,   in Figure 125, 

an external load limiter is attached between the seat structure and the air- 

frame to provide load limiting in the horizontal direction.    In Figure 126, 

external load limiting is used in both the vertical direction and the hori- 

zontal direction.     A combination of external and structurally integral load 

limiting is shown in Figure 127.    In studying external load limiters and 
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comparing them with structurally integral load limiters,   the following 

observations may be made: 

1. The stroking action of the external horizontal load limiter has no 

effect on the height of the seat. 

2. If the load limiter were incorporated in the seat tiedown track,   it 

is possible for any reasonable stroke,   certainly 10 inches or 

more,  to be accommodated without bottoming. 

3. It is necessary to provide separate load limiting in the vertical 

direction in the form of buckling legs,   collapsible foam under the 

seat,  or other means. 

4. Essentially no angular deflections in the structural joints are 

required,  no matter what the magnitude of the load-limiter stroke. 

5. Essentially no change in length is required for any structural 

member in the seat,  no matter what the magnitude of the load- 

limiter stroke. 

6. "Bottoming" of the load limiter must be avoided. Otherwise, the 

load limiter becomes ineffective and the forces and accelerations 

on the seat and passenger may jump to intolerable levels. 

7. Maximum forces on the seat structure are very well defined,   no 

matter what the crash pulse configuration,  because the load limit- 

er will permit only a predetermined force level.    Hence,   seat 

design can be based on a well defined force system,  and neither 

weight penalty due to uncertain loading and overdesign nor 
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failures due to uncertain loading and underdesign need be 

tolerated. 

8. Stress concentration problems must be considered carefully, but 

need only be evaluated up to the force levels of the selected load- 

limiter setting. 

9. In general,  there is no strong need for high ductility in the struc- 

tural members; consequently,  high strength materials may be 

utilized in the seat structure to effect a weight saving. 

To illustrate the feasibility of incorporating an external load limiter in the 

tiedown track,the configuration of Figure 128 is suggested.    The floor 

track,  which might also serve as an airframe structural member to con- 

serve weight,  has an upper "wavy" flange,  as shown.    The seat tiedown 

connection clamps to the-wavy flange so as to secure the seat in place.    A 

horizontal force on the seat causes the flar   5 to be drawn through the tie- 

down attachment.    Due to plastic deformation and friction,  the load is 

limited at   a rather constant level,  depending on the materials and geo- 

metrical configuration of the track flange and the tiedown fixture. 

The following analytical approximation for the force level at which the load 

is limited has been developed: 

(67) 
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n » effective number of clamped track undulations. 

M- ■ coefficient of friction between track and tledown fixture . 

d ■ distance from top to bottom of track undulations (Figure 128). 

c ■ distance from crest of one undulation to valley of next one 
(Figure 128). 

I = area moment of Inertia of cross section of track flange . 

S  ■ yield strength of track flange material. 

t ■ thickness of track flange . 

E a modulus of elasticity of track flange material. 

r ■ radius of curvature of fixture die (Figure 128)- 

b > flange width . 
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Although Equation 67 is only ar approximation,   it has been experimentally 

verified for a few points,  and agreement with experiment is close enough 

to permit use of the equation for feasibility studies.    Table IV shows the 

calculated and the measured results for two cases.    The measured results 

were relatively uniform over large deflections of the load limiter.    How- 

ever,  the device was rate sensitive,  and for cross-head speeds of approx- ^ 

imately 2 inches per minute,  the measured force increased from 20 to 70 

percent above the values cited in Table IV. « 

In any event,   it may be observed that within the range of reasonable and 

practical dimensions shown in Table IV,   the load-limiting force levels are 

in the required useful range.    It is therefore suggested that the concept of 

external load limiters between the seat leg tiedown and the floor track is 

not only useful but feasible as well.    Further development would be 

required,   however. 

WEIGHT ESTIMATES FOR LOAD-LIMITED SEATS 

An approximate analysis has been developed and computer programmed for 

the purpose of estimating the percent change in weight of the seat structure 

as  the load-limiter setting is changed.     While the analys*'" is u-pproximate» 

it does give an insight into the trend to be expected in weight savings by 

utilizing the concept of load limiting.    Figure 129 shows a typical result 

based on the analysis for one selected set of conditions as specified on the 

figure.    It may be noted that the seat weight is decreased as the load 
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limiter is set to lower values.    For example,  at a load-limiter setting of 

approximately 4528 pounds,  which is about the equivalent of a 20G accel- 

eration level on a 187-pound man and the seat,   it may be observed from 

Figure 129 that the seat structural weight,   using a slenderness ratio of 

L/R = 20,   is only about 62. 5 percent of the required weight of a rigidly 

mounted seat under the same set of crash conditions. 

While the weight estimates shown in Figure 129 are approximate,  to be 

sure,  they indicate a significant trend to weight savings for load-limited 

seats.    These estimates are on the conservative side,  and actual weight 

savings would be greater than indicated.     This is true largely because the 

maximum forces on the structure are known with high accuracy when a 

load limiter is used.    This means that the designer can work to a specific 

design load and avoid overdesign to account for contingency loads. 

The overall conclusion,   then,   is that the evidence indicates a weight 

advantage for load-limited seats.    Further investigation of this concept is 

therefore indicated. 

FLOOR DISTORTION AND ITS EFFECT ON SEAT DESIGN 

Two primary types of floor distortion might be generated by an aircraft 

crash which could cause failure of the seat structure or tiedown connec- 

tions.    First,  a floor distortion might take the form of a "bulge" or "dish" 

in the floor surface between the seat leg tiedown connections as shown in 
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Figure 130.    This would produce a rotation of the seat legs relative to the 

floor surface,   resulting in a connection failure if deflection limits for the 

attachments were exceeded.    Second,  a twisting or warping of the floor 

surface,  as shown in Figure 131,   could take place which might produce a 

distortion of the seat structure great enough to result in a seat or connec- 

tion failure due to the additional loads imposed on the seat structure. 

Each of these two modes of floor distortion is considered separately in the 

fallowing paragraphs. 

FLOOR BULGING 

The angular displacement or rotation of the seat leg with respect to the 

floor surface may be expressed in terms of the magnitude of the bulge. 

Assuming the bulge to be a circular arc passing through adjacent tiedown 

points,   as shown in Figure 132,  the relative rotation of the legs may be 

computed as follows:   Referring to Figure 132 for the definition of symbols,, 

we may write from geometric considerations: 

Ag - p(l - cost) 

2 " P «in* 

Expanding the right side of Equation 68 in a Maclaurin series, we have 
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For a sufficiently small angle,   Jr,  the first term alone will suffice to pro- 

vide an approximate value of i|t.    Hence, 

♦ -&) 
(70) 

If the floor distortion in a survivable crash does not produce a ratio of— 
* d 

greater than 0. 10,  as is likely,  then the maximum \|f to be accommodated 

would be 

«       i MO.l) - O.lf radian (7i) max 

or 

t       i23t (72) 

Such a relative rotation would cause failure of many types of button-in- 

track tiedown connections.    In designing tiedown connections,  therefore, 

attention should be given to increasing the limits of acceptable relative 

rotation without failure.    This concept is discussed further in a later 

section of this chapter. 

FLOOR WARPING 

Under a twisting action,  the original plane surface ABCD of Figure 131 

is warped into an anticlastic (saddle-shaped) surface A'B'C'D'.    Under 

these conditions,either    (1) one or more seat legs muwt buckle or stretch, 

(2) the seat pan must twist,  or (3) a combination of these modes must take 

plate. 
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The mode of seat structural distortion and the magnitudes of the associated 

forces introduced by the distortion would depend on the relative stiffnesses 

of the structural components.    For example,   the compressive buckling 

load for a seat leg is always less than the plastic extension load for this 

same leg; hence,  if legs were to deform,  compressive buckling loads 

would govern.    These loads have been found experimentally to range from 

5, 000 to 10, 000 pounds for typical seat structures examined. *   However, 

torsional stiffness for that section of the seat pan which lies between seat 

leg assemblies is generally small enough to preclude leg buckling; 

instead, the seat pan merely twists.    To quantify this discussion,  a nu- 

merical example will be considere''.    Referring to Figure 131,  we may 

define the following terms: 

T = torque applied . 

d = distance between fore and aft legs . 

Ö  =6, + 8-, = angular rotation of one side of the seat pan with respect 

to the other side . 

F s force in seat legs required to supply torque T to seat pan. 

Then, T = KS (73) 

where 

K = a torsional rigidity constant obtained by standard analytical 

procedures. 

♦Tests conducted as reported in Reference 1. 
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For a typical seat,  K was computed to be about 50, 000 inch-pounds per 

radian.    A plausible maximum floor warpage angle,   ß,  would be 0.15 

radian,   corresponding to the displacement of point A (out of the plane 

B'C'D') equal to 0.15 times the length d.    That is. 

T - Kß » 50,000 (0.15) ■ 7,500 inch pounds 

0 = -r- » 0.15 radian (74) 

(75) 

The associated leg force,   F,   is then related to the torque,   T,   by 

F • d » T (76) 

Hence,   for a distance,  d,  of 15 inches. 

F c d " ^15^ " 500 pounds (77) 

As this load is an order of magnitude less than leg buckling loads,  it would 

govern; consequently,   it would be the additional force introduced in the 

_-j.t legs as a consequence of floor warping.    The points of critical im- 

portance would again be the tiedown connections,   since the leg distortion 

loads would be directly superposed upon the acceleration-induced force at 

these connections. 

DESIGN CONCEPTS 

The seat designer may anticipate possible floor bulging or warping and 

take appropriate measures in seat structural design to minimize the 

adverse effects. 

To accommodate the leg rotations with respect to the floor surface arising 
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from floor bulging,   several design configurations may be conceived.    Two 

of these are presented below. 

1..      A deliberate "yield hinge" of sufficiently ductile material may be 

incorporated in the tiedown connection design as shown in Figure 

133.   This yield hinge would need to be designed so that plastic 

bending without failure would occur adjacent to the connection. 

It would be necessary for the design to accept leg rotation up to a 

value greater than would ever be anticipated as a result of floor 

bulging. 

2.     A frictional connection could be used so that slippage between 

contacting surfaces would take place under leg rotation.    This 

concept is illustrated in Figure 134,   where leg "yoke" plates are 

tightened against a floor track plate.    The plates would bend to 

accommodate side-to-side leg rotation and slip to accommodate 

fore-aft leg rotation. 

For the problem of floor warping and consequent seat structure distortion, 

the critical design parameter appears to be the torsional rigidity of the 

seat pan.    If the torsional rigidity is low,  only small warpage forces are 

introduced into the seat structure.    However,  for seat pans very stiff in 

torsion,  the warpage forces may either cause a leg to buckle or, worse, 

overload a tiedown connection,   causing failure.    A high torsional rigidity 

in the seat pan might arise from integrating the stiff lateral cross tubes 
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with the seat pan so that the tubes must also twist with the seat pan. 

Consequently,   it may be desirable to connect the cross tubes with the 

seat pan in such a way that the seat pan is free to twist independently of 

the cross tubes. 

The general conclusion that one may reach based on the foregoing feasibil- 

ity analyses is that tiedown connections should be so configured as to pro- 

vide angular displacements in all directions.    In fact,   all structural joints 

should be capable of large angular displacements in all directions without 

failure.    These concepts are closely related to the requirements already 

stated with regard to structurally integral load limiting.    Hence,  a seat 

designed properly for structurally integral load limiting would probably 

also satisfactorily accommodate floor buckling and warping under crash 

conditions. 

STRESS CONCENTRATION UNDER CRASH-PULSE LOADING 

An extensive study of crash-induced failures of aircraft seating has indi- 

cated that a high percentage of all such failures initiate at a well defined 

geometrical stress concentration.    The effects of stress concentration 

under crash-pulse loading are therefore of primary inte -est to the seat 

designer.    If either no load limiting or structurally integral load limiting 

is to be used,  the effects of stress concentration are of urgent interest. 

If external load limiting is to be used,  the strefis concentration effects, 

while less urgent,  are nevertheless important. 
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Theoretical analyses in the area of stress concentration effects are diffi- 

cult for static loading and are not possible at the present state of the art 

for dynamic loading.    Therefore,   experimental testing is currently the 

only feasible alternative for studying stress concentration effects under 

dynamic loading conditions. 

To provide a cursory insight into the stress concentration problem for air- 

craft seating under crash loading conditions,   a limited experimental pro- 

gram was conducted.    From data obtained in recent experimental aircraft 

crashes, the forces induced in aircraft seats under "typical" crash condi- 

tions exhibit rise times ranging from 0. 5 to 50 milliseconds.    The results 

described in the following paragraphs were obtained on a Hy-Ge high-load- 

rate machine so as to cover the load rise-time range associated with 

actual aircraft crashes.    Details of the configuration and operation of the 

Hy-Ge machine are given in Reference 1. 

TEST SPECIMENS USED 

In designing the test specimens for this study,   it was desired to duplicate 

actual dimensions and materials of aircraft seat stress concentrations as 

closely as possible.     From a survey of actual aircraft seats,   the specimens 

shown in Figures 135 and 136 were conceived,   fabricated,   and tested.    All 

specimens were designed to have a static failure load of approximately 

3Z00 pounds based on the net cross section.     The theoretical stress con- 

centration factors for all geometries used are presented in Table V. 
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Typical failures for each of the specimen types when dynamically tested 

to failure are shown in Figures 137 and 138. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Force versus deformation and energy absorption versus deformation data 

for the various types of specimens tested are shown in Figures 139 and 

140.    A comparison of energy absorbed prior to rupture for dynamic load- 

ing versus static loading is given in Table VI.    Plots of the ratios of the 

dynamic ultimate loads to the static ultimate load for a specimen without 

stress raisers are shown in Figures 141 and 142.   Also,   a plot of total 

energy absorbed as a function of plastic loading  rate is given in Figure 

143. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results and data from the testing program described above, 

one may draw the following conclusions: 

1.      The energy per unit volume absorbed prior to failure by speci- 

mens without stress raisers was a function of the severity of the 

stress raiser and the magnitude of the cross-section nominal 

stress remote from the stress raiser.    In one of the worst cases, 

the energy absorbed by a specimen was only about one-seventh 

the energy absorbed by smocth specimens with the same net 

cross-sectional area.    This was true at all loading rates investi- 

gated. 
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2. The energy-absorption capacity prior to rupture is greater for 

higher loading rates than for static loading rates. 

3. For both hole-type and fillet-type specimens,  the ultimate rupture 

load is never as small as 80 percent of the ultimate rupture load 

of a specimen without stress raisers tested statically.    At higher 

plastic loading rates,  the ultimate rupture load increases,  the 

ultimate load ratio becoming greater than 1. 0. 

4. From these studies,   two basic seat design criteria associated 

with stress concentration may be defined:   (1) ultimate rupture 

loads,   and (2) energy-absorption capacity.    Either or both cri- 

teria may be important,   depending on the seat design; whether 

the seat is load limited externally,   structurally-integrally load 

limited,  or not load limited. 

While the above conclusions are based on minimum data,   they indicate 

that failure of a structural member containing geometrical discontinuities 

can occur at loads smaller than those predicted by theoretical analysis 

throughout the loading-rate range typical of aircraft crashes.    Further, 

they seem to indicate that critical geometries exist; and if one designs 

outside the critical geometry range,   significant weight savings may result. 

Also,  the energy-absorption capacity is very sensitive to geometry,  but 

does not seem to be a strong function of loading rate in the range of 

interest for aircraft crashes. 
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Obviously,  the usefulness of such data depends greatly on whether or not 

the seat is integrally or externally load limited.    Additional investigation 

of these matters is suggested for future work in providing useful design 

information. 

COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTS OF STATIC VERSUS 
DYNAMIC LOADING ON SEAT COMPONENTS 

GENERAL 

In order to determine the energy-absorbing and ultimate load capacities 

of a typical aircraft seat,  the analysis must necessarily be based upon a 

study of the component parts. 

That load-deflection relationships can be greatly changed by varying the 

rate of straining is aow well known.    Experimental observations of these 

properties are not always consistent,  however,  being strongly influenced 

by such primary factors as material,  geometrical shape of the cross 

section,   presence or absence of discontinuities  (both macroscopic and 

microscopic),  length,  and slenderness ration. 

TEST SPECIMENS USED 

As a result of these considerations,   static and dynamic tests were per- 

formed on actual components of the seat leg assemblies of two types of 

commercial aircraft passenger seat3>  i, s. ,  one of v/elded tubular steel 

construction and the other of riveted formed sheet aluminum construction. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TESTS 

The test performed on each component was designed to simulate crash- 

type loading and to insure repeatability of end conditions from static to 

dynamic.    The desired results of these tests included: 

1. Determination of whether rate of loading was important in fixing 

the load-deflection characteristics of seat structures. 

2. Acquisition of realistic input data for computer simulation. 

Each of the following was considered to be a fundamental type of test: 

1. Axial tension load on the rear legs. 

2. Axial compression load on the front legs. 

3.      Lateral bending load on legs. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The dynamic and static average load versus deflection data for the 

tubular steel and the sheet aluminum leg assembly components are shown 

for each of the fundamental tests in Figures 144,   145,   and 146.    Figure 

147 shows the load-deflection relation for the forward-loaded composite 

leg assembly tests. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results and data from the testing program described above, 

one may draw the following conclusions: 

1.       There are no significant differences in the load-deflection 
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characteristics of components tested statically and those tested 

dynamically when the time to reach peak load is 0. 03 second. 

2.    These tests indicate that these commercial airline seats qualify 

under the appropriate strength requirements,   but that the failures 

occurred suddenly with very little energy absorption.    These 

seats thus perform poorly on the ba  is of the load-limiting con- 

cept,   which requires that the maximum load be sustained during 

relatively large deflections. 

OVERALL SEAT DESIGN CONCEPTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR RESISTANCE TO CRASH-PULSE LOADING 

In the course of analyzing the data and performing feasibility studies asso- 

ciated with this project,  there have emerged certain ideas and concepts 

which represent a somewhat subjective evaluation of the results thus far 

obtained.    While no originality is claimed for the ideas,  it may be useful 

to summarize the more pertinent observations. 

STRENGTH AND DEFLECTION OF SEAT LEG TIEDOWN CONNECTIONS 

Design requirements for the seat leg tiedown connections include both a 

strength requirement and a rotational displacement capability.    This is 

especially true for the aft seat legs.    The tensile and shear strength re- 

quirements of the connection are determined by the maximum anticipated 

forces on the seat,   governed by a load limiter,   if present.    Conceptual 

designs of possible arrangements are depicted in Figures 133, 134, and 148. 
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The accommodation to rotational displacements may be necessitated by 

either of two considerations: (1) if a structurally integral energy-absorbing 

deformation of seat structure were included in the basic seat design,  large 

rotations would occur at the floor tiedown;    (2) even for a nominally rigid 

seat design,  floor buckling or floor distortions may require a relative 

rotation of the seat leg with respect to the floor plane.    Conceptual designs 

of these approaches have been previously discussed and are illustrated in 

Figures 133.   134,  and 148. 

STRENGTH OF SEAT IN FORE-AFT DIRECTION 

To maximize the seat strength-to-weight ratio in the fore-aft direction, 

an external load limiter and high strength-to-weight-ratio materials in 

structural members might be used.    Ductility requirements for seat 

structural components that are not required to deform appreciably under 

the crash-induced loads need not be high,  perhaps less than 5 percent 

elongation in 2 inches.    This suggests the use of materials usually ex- 

cluded because of low ductility.    It should again be emphasized that the 

use of low-ductility high-strength materials is made possible due to the 

use of an external load limiter. 

Further,  primary structure should,  where possible,   be designed to avoid 

flexural or torsional loading.    Placing members in axial tension or com- 

pression or transverse shear provides the greatest structural efficiency. 

In compression members,   the slenderness ratio should be made sufficiently 
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small that the material strength properties are largely exploited prior to 

buckling.    Furthermore,  the seat structure should be as free of geometri- 

cal discontinuities as possible.    The design should approach a single 

formed structure with no joints,  holes or severe changes in section size. 

The concept of using a single tube properly bent to form the entire pri- 

mary structure is worthy of consideration.    Clamping around members 

rather than bolting or riveting through members is to be encouraged in all 

parts of the primary structure. 

STRENGTH OF SEAT IN LATERAL DIRECTION 

Seats in current use rely largely on moment-resisting connections at the 

top of the seat leg assemblies to provide lateral seat strength.    This is 

generally ineffectual.    An increase in the lateral connection moment 

strength to the required level would probably be costly in weight.    The 

introduction of a simple lateral truss design appears to be more efficient. 

A further efficiency would be achieved if the bracing against lateral seat 

collapse were also to serve a primary structural function for the fore-aft 

strength requirement.   One suggested structural configuration to provide 

resistance to lateral collapse in an efficient manner is shown in Figure 149. 

STRENGTH OF SEAT IN TORSION ABOUT A VERTICAL AXIS 

Most three-passenger seats in current use offer low resistance to the 

torsional collapse mode described by torsional seat  rotation abou*- a 

vertical axis.    In most instances the seat is more likely to collapse with 
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two passengers seated in adjacent seats,  i. e.,  when the seat is loaded 

eccentrically,  than if fully loaded.    Since the torsional collapse mode 

entails a "warping" of the leg assemblies due to a rotation of the seat pan 

about the vertical axis with respect to the floor,  a three-dimensional 

truss with resistance to lateral displacements would most effectively 

resist torsion about a vertical axis.    Consequently,  the recommendations 

and comments made in the preceding paragraph for lateral seat strength 

would apply equally well to torsional strength. 

SEAT PAN STRENGTH 

In designing the seat pan for occupant support and retention in the vertical 

direction,  use may be made of the concept of membrane loading.    Since 

flexural stresses are nonuniform over the thickness of a laterally loaded 

member while membrane stresses are uniform,   the utilization of mem- 

brane loading should provide a more efficient use of mat-rial.    An optimum 

configuration based on membrane loading may be arrived at from a consid- 

eration of membrane equilibrium.    A flexible membrane support,   such as 

a net,  offers many favorable properties,   principally high strength-to- 

weight ratio and adaptability to the supporting rigid frame.    The se;.': net 

concept is demonstrated in Figure 149. 

STRENGTH AND POSITION OF FRONT TUBE 

The front cross tube in current aircraft seats is located at the seat pan 

level.    Front tube failures have occurred frequently under the action of a 
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severe vertical component of crash-induced acceleration.    These failures 

have been due in large measure to direct application of load from the 

occupant's thighs.    Therefore,   it is   recommended that the front cross tube 

be lowered enough to avoid direct contact with the occupant.    The primary 

function of the front cross tube would then be to provide only lateral 

strength and stability.    The concept of a relocated front cross tube is 

demonstrated in Figure 149. 

ATTENUATION OF VERTICAL FORCES AND ACCELERATIONS 

To avoid spinal and other injuries to the passenger,  the vertical accelera- 

tion must be attenuated to levels consistent with human tolerance.    This 

may be accomplished effectively through the use of "cushions",  extensible 

load-limiting seat pan,  load-limiting seat legs,   or a combination of these. 

The use of "tempered nylon" or other synthetic fibers that exhibit small 

elastic deformation prior to large plastic yielding might be suitable for a 

load-limiting seat pan.    A combination of crushable seat cushion and load- 

limiting seat pan is suggested in the conceptual design illustrated in Figure 

149.    The crushable material would also act as a load spreader and provide 

some degree of passenger protection from direct contact with minor 

obstructions. 

ATTENUATION OF FORE-AFT FORCES AND ACCELERATIONS 

A rigid seat rigidly secured to the floor structure may give rise to a 

serious dynamic overshoot of the passenger mass,  in the presence of a 
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fore-aft horizontal acceleration pulse.    Such a dynamic overshoot imposes 

a design penalty in the form of increased fore-aft longitudinal strength 

requirements for the seat.    Moreover,  the occupant may not be able to 

tolerate the high acceleration levels associated with this dynamic overshoot. 

Consequently,  fore-aft attentuation of acceleration forces is recommended 

as a fundamental improvement in seat design.    This attenuation may be 

accomplished either through an energy-absorbing deformation of the seat 

structure iteself,   that is,   structurally integral load limiting, or through 

the use of an external load-limiting device which permits the seat to trans- 

late rigidly while the load is limited externally.    Both concepts have been 

investigated in this study and each has attendant advantges,  as described 

earlier.    Structurally integral load limiting does not require additional 

devices; however,   allowance must be made for a collapse mode without 

rupture of the tiedown chain.    This requires the use of highly ductile 

materials at all points of potential deformation.    Further,  the loads on the 

seat structure are not well defined.    On the other hand,   the rigid-structure 

externally load-limited seat permits the use of lower ductility,  very high 

strength materials and well defined design loads.    Moreover, the exter- 

nally load-limited seat can provide any reasonable magnitude of stroke,  as 

there is no collapse mechanism which limits the stroke.    The concept of 

combining the external load limiter with the seat tiedown connection is also 

a weight-saving possibility.    The seat of Figure 149 illustrates the concept 
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of the externally load-limited rigid seat. 

SEAT BACK,   FOOD TRAY,   AND ARM REST REQUIREMENTS 

In designing a seat for crashworthiness,   the designer must consider modi- 

fications compatible with operational requirements,   in particular the need 

for occupant comfort,   as well as safety requirements.    The seat structure 

must provide a base for an adjustable seal back and for arm rests.    A head 

injury problem is associated with impacts against the aft end of the arm 

rest on the next seat forward.    General conclusions regarding suitable arm 

rest design are embodied schematically in Figure 150.    The major arm 

rest support,   and perhaps the entire support,   should be near the forward 

end of the arm rest.    This concept permits construction of an arm rest 

cantilevered rearward.    If the arm rest skeleton is of a ductile metal with 

the proper yield point,  a head impact on the free aft end of this cantilever 

will cause it to bend plastically,   effectively dissipating the impact energy 

without producing serious head injury.    The aft end of the arm rest should 

be of a generally rounded shape with no exposed metal.    Further, the 

metal skeleton under the padding should be free of sharp edges and local 

stiff regions.    The padding itself should probably be a semirigid plastic 

foam to act as a load spreader for the head.    To minimize head decelera- 

tions,  the combined characteristics of the padding and arm rest structure 

should be analyzed by a technique comparable to that outlined in the head 

impact study in Chapter 4. 
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Looking at the food tray problem, one may observe that there are at least 

seven fundamental possibilities for location of a food tray.    These include 

locations on the floor,   ceiling,   side wall,   seat back,   beneath the seat,   in 

the arm rest,  or remote stowage.    Due to the use of the tray for functions 

other than food service,  for example,   use as a desk,   remote stowage is 

thought to be undesirable.    Due to the requirement of variable pitch seating, 

any location separate from the seat,   such as on the floor,  ceiling,  or wall, 

is probably impractical.    The general conclusion is that the tray should 

probably be attached locally to the seat structure.    If this conclusion is 

acceptedtseveral possible configurations suggest themselves.    These in- 

clude locations in or on the seat back,   under the seat,   or in the arm rest. 

To illustrate some of the more promising configurations, a few of the con- 

cepts are shown in Figures 151 through 156. 

Other configurations can and have been conceived.    The general conclusion 

is that the stowage location should be out nf the zone of possible head 

impact.    Arm-rest stowage,  under-seat stowage,  or possibly lower-srat- 

back stowage are all worth serious study. 

One further important concept is that tray latching devices must be capable 

of retaining the food tray in the stowed position under impact acceleration 

environments of crash severity.    A serious study to insure properly 

latched trays under crash conditions is of great importance. 
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The problem of head injury is dealt with in depth in Chapter 4 as a sepa- 

rate study.    If the food tray if removed from the seat back,   it will be pos- 

sible to prevent head injury by appropriate foam padding on the seat back 

for crashes up to a certain level of severity.    Beyond this level of severity, 

padding alone becomes impractical due to the high head velocities gener- 

ated by the crash pulse,   and the only feasible measures apparent today are 

either the use of shoulder harness or the use of aft-facing seats. 

SHOULDER HARNESS AND AFT-FACING SEATS 

Renewed consideration should be given to both the use of a shoulder 

harness and the use of aft-facing seats.    Either measure serves to reduce 

significantly the total horizontal forces on the seat and accelerations and 

head velocity of the passenger,   as was demonstrated in Chapter 2.    These 

data are immediately applicable to military usage and may also be of in- 

terest in commercial applications for the future. 

SEAT SPACING FLEXIBILITY 

Additional operational requirements that must be met by any new crash- 

worthy design include the need to provide variability in spacing and simple 

installation and removal of seats.    The floor track load-limiter concept 

illustrated in Figure 127 can readily be made to meet these requirements. 

Moreover,  this may be done in an efficient manner if the floor track mem- 

ber can be used as a basic airframe structural member,  thus serving two 

functions.    This concept is illustrated in Figure 149. 
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CHAPTER 4 

HEAD IMPACT STUDY 

GENERAL 

From literature surveys made for the report "Crashworthiness Study for 

Passenger Seat Design   (Phase l)t"    head impact against local structures 

was found to be a primary cause of injury.    To analyze effectively the 

problem of head impact,  a simple numerical technique was developed to in- 

vestigate the magnitudes of the forces and accelerations to which the head 

is subjected when impacting a "crushable foam" protective cushion at some 

prescribed initial impact velocity.    This technique has been extended and 

written into a computer program, so that the effect of impact of the head, 

from the standpoint of human tolerance,  could be assessed for various 

foam compositions and original foam thicknesses. 

The extended analysis is based upon the development of time-dependent 

relationships for (1) the head velocity and (2) the head deceleration rela- 

tive to the seat back.    Specific limitations are then imposed on the initial 

head velocity and on the relative head deceleration.    The limiting value of 

initial head velocity is that value of initial velocity which will result in the 

cushion being crushed to some preselected maximum value of strain. 

This is dependent upon the foam properties.    The restriction on head 

deceleration is defined by human tolerance limitations.    This is a function 
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of pulse duration and average head deceleration.    In combination,   however, 

these limitations define a maximum initial velocity curve as a function of 

original foam thickness,   above which absence of concussion* is doubtful, 

regardless of foam characteristics.     By staying within the safe region,   as 

illustrated in Figures 157,   158,  and 159,   aircraft seat designers can, 

using this technique,   select suitable foam materials and determine the 

most efficient initial thickness,  that is,   a foam having the least thickness 

for a given (prespecified) maximum strain. 

COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The computer program was written to allow the actual dynamic stress- 

strain curve for a crushable material to be approximated by any one of 

several mathematically describable curves,   shown in Figure 160.    Perti- 

nent computer input data,   in addition to material properties,   include the 

projected head area,   the head weight,   the initial head velocity,   and the 

ratio of the effective head mass to the actual head mass.    This ratio is 

referred to as the head mass parameter,   k,   in later sections of this 

report.    The head mass parameter is an arbitrary,   but critical,   number 

used to describe the extent to which a percentage of the weights of the body 

and arms may be added to that of the head to increase penetration into the 

foam.    The concept is analogous to the calculation of shock forces in an 

♦The tolerance curve used in this study was established by Gurdjian and 
associates at Wayne State University and is based on concussion limits 
given in References 2 and 3. 
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impact of a weight on a spring when the spring is considered as having 

some mass.    When selecting a value for k,  the shear strength of the neck 

must be considered.    A reasonable value of k probably would fall between 

1. 0 and 2. 0,  and this range has been used in the numerical analysis pre- 

sented here. 

As output information,  the dynamic force on the head is computed from a 

knowledge of the foam characteristics and the rate of change of head area 

with respect to normal head displacement into the foam.    Having the rela- 

tion between the force on the head and the foam penetration,  as well as the 

knowledge of a sufficient number of boundary conditions,  the maximum 

head displacement (or foam deformation),  the relative head velocity,  and 

the relative head deceleration,  all as functions of time,   are computed and 

printed out. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Determination of the head deceleration pulse duration,   T,   according to 

this analysis,   employed the assumption that the deceleration versus time 

curve terminated at the same instant that the relative head velocity became 

zero; that is,   the deceleration dropped instantaneously from P maximum to 

zero at time T.    Several computed acceleration-time curves are shown in 

Figure 161.    The damping characteristics and elastic properties of facial 

tissue,  as well as those of the foam cushion,preclude this occurrence in 

actual practice.    The head deceleration does not become zero 
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instantaneously,   but is reduced over some finite interval of time.    The 

rate of reduction of head deceleration depends largely upon the rebound 

characteristics of the foam material.    Experiments performed by Turn- 

4 5 bow   and by Shield and Covington    to determine the dynamic properties of 

rigid foams rev   aled that foams can be found for which this rebound energy 

is a small percentage (in some cases less than 5 percent) of the total en- 

ergy absorbed for strains of 70 to 80 percent.    This means that the finite 

interval of time required in reducing the deceleration to zero from a max- 

imum will be short with respect to the total time in reducing the initial 

velocity to zero. 

2 3 Furthermore,   the human tolerance data reported by Gurdjian,     Lissner, 

and Haley and Turnbow    were admittedly approximate in nature.    Never- 

theless,  it is felt that their results are as good as any available and that 

these results provide a reasonable envelope of human tolerance to which 

the results of the head impact computer program can be compared. 

> Finally,  the deceleration pulse duration,  using most practical foam mate- 

rials, will be of sufficient duration to place the operating point under the 

human tolerance curve in a region where small changes in pulse duration 

have little or no effect on the tolerance level. 

For these reasons,   small inaccuracies in computed pulse duration will not 

have a significant effect on the evaluation and selection of a particular 

foam and original thickness. 
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For purposes of comparison of results,  the ratio of maximum allowable 

stress to dynamic yield stress was kept constant in four of the five foam 

materials analyzed.    Foam 1 (from Reference 4) and foam 5 (from Refer- 

ence 5) in Table VII are real foams,   whereas foams 2,   3,   and 4 are hypo- 

thetical,    yet realistic,  foams.    The material characteristics are given in 

Table VII. 

The desirable property of these foams,  and of any applicable foam,   is that 

their stress-strain curves have a horizontal plateau throughout a large 

range of strain,   say 5 percent to 70 percent. 

Original cushion thicknesses of 2,   4,   6,  and 8 inches and initial head 

velocities from 120 to 720 inches per second were used to compute the 

maximum foam deformation,  the head velocity and head decelerations,  all 

as functions of time,  as well as the average head deceleration over the 

interval and pulse duration. 

The curves plotted from the computer results provide information for the 

most severe impact condition,   that is,  for a perfectly rigid seat back. 

Plastic deformation of the framework behind the foam pad will tend to 

reduce the severity of the decelerative forces transmitted to the head while 

increasing the pulse duration; except for lack of time this could easily 

have been included in the present program.    Since the seat can approach 

the nearly rigid state under some conditions,   for instance,   certain tubular 
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steel seats in the breakover position,   design under the assumed rigid 

condition seems reasonable. 

The curves in Figures 162 through 166 give an overall perspective of the 

impact event.    The two prominent asymptotic lines indicate the human tol- 

erance limits.    Any head impact for which the actual average head decel- 

eration lies above the lower line will,   in all probability,   result in the 

passenger's becoming unconscious or seriously injured,   thus presenting at 

least a hazard to evacuation. 

A description of these curves is best done in an example.    As entry condi- 

tions,   choose the head mass parameter,   k,   equal to 1.5 and the initial 

cushion thickness equal to 6.0 inches.    Using Figure 164,  note that there 

are three groups of original foam thickness curves (eacu 6ioup containing 

2-,  4-,  and 6-inch lines).    Each group corresponds to one of the head 

mass parameters,   1.0,   1. 5,  or 2. 0,   shown along the bottom of the graph. 

For a foam having the stress-strain curve and the projected head area- 

penetration curve shown at the top of the figure, the relative velocity of 

the head at the instant of impact cannot exceed approximately 347 inches 

per second;  that is,  the velocity corresponding to the point at which the 

6-inch thickness line for k = 1. 5 crosses the lire corresponding to the 

human tolerance limit based on average acceleration of a triangular pulse 

(lower curve).    At this point,  the average head deceleration is 62G and the 

pulse duration is 1 3. 6 milliseconds. 
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If,  for k s 1.5, an original foam thickness of 2. 0 inches has been chosen 

instead of 6. 0 inches,  the initial head impact velocity could not exceed 

approximately 197 inches per second,  that is,  the velocity at the point 

"x" on the 2. 0-inch line.    The average head deceleration at this point is 

43G and the pulse duration is 12 milliseconds. 

In using the curves in Figures 162 through 166,   it is important to under- 

stand that the lines of constant initial thickness cannot be extrapolated to 

higher initial velocities.    The reason for this is that there is a limiting 

initial velocity above which a particular foam of given thickness cannot 

absorb sufficient energy to stop the head within the specified strain limita- 

tions.    This value was fixed at 0. 80 in this study. 

Interpolation between lines of constant impact velocity,   initial thickness, 

and maximum penetration is allowable,  as it also is between head mass 

parameters for a given foam thickness. 

Lines of uniform foam penetration could have been drawn to assist in the 

selection of an optimum original thickness,  but for clarity they were 

omitted.    Had these lines been drawn,  it would be apparent that the most 

effective use of the foam occurs when the foam strain becomes a maximum 

just at the limit of human tolerance.    This can be shown in a more direct 

manner. 

In Figures 162 through 166,  the strain limit (represented by the "x" at the 
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upper end of the original thickness curves) for the various original thick- 

nesses is seen to correspond to definite initial velocities.    In addition, the 

points at which the human tolerance line crosses the thickness lines cor- 

respond to distinct values of initial velocities.    These points describe 

limitations on the initial velocity,  the former corresponding to maximum 

strain and the latter to human tolerance.    On a graph of limiting initial 

velocity and original thickness,these limiting conditions occur as a pair of 

intersecting lines.    The lines are plotted in Figures 157 and 158.    Opera- 

tion in the region below the human tolerance line and to the right of the 

maximum strain line in each graph is considered safe.    To obtain the 

most effective use of the foam and still maintain a minimum original foam 

thickness,  a value for the original foam thickness near the intersection of 

the two lines should be selected. 

The intersection points of the human tolerance and strain limit lines,  that 

is,  the points defining the optimum cushion thickness for the different 

conditions,  were plotted on a graph against the corresponding limiting 

head impact velocities.    The result was that onj smooth curve could be 

drawn through all the points,  as shown in Figure 159.    This curve,  then, 

is an invariant for the specified maximum strain and human tolerance 

limits,  and it defines a limiting velocity above which concussion is prob- 

able.    The curve appears to vary only with original thickness,  being 

independent of the foam characteristics and effective head mass. 
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This does not mean that the foam characteristics are an unimportant 

consideration in the design of a protective cushion.    By careful study it can 

be seen that variation of the properties of the material and/or the head 

mass parameter will cause the point of operation in Figure 159 to move 

along the curve«    Conversely,   if it is desired to operate at a specific point 

on the curve, then for a given head mass parameter,  the stress-strain 

characteristics of the foam are fixed. 

Design curves were drawn to reduce the labor of employing this technique 

and to present the results in a straightforward manner.    The final result 

is shown for a group of typical rigid foam materials in Figure 167.    As an 

example of the use of this curve,   suppose that separate tests on anthropo- 

morphic dummies,  cadavers,  and animals have shown that it is reasonable 

to select a head mass parameter,  k,  equal to 1.5.    The seat design re- 

quires that the original thickness of the protective cushion be 2. 75 inches. 

Enter the graph in Figure 167 at the bottom at 2. 75 inches and move up 

along this line of constant thickness until it intersects the k = 1. 5 line. 

The maximum head impact velocity (from the upper scale corresponding 

to this point) is 300 inches per second.    The dynamic yield stress of the 

foam used must be 32 pounds per square inch. 

Only two requirements are necessary to use these curves for design.    The 

first is that the stress-strain curve be similar in shape to those used to 

derive the results from which Figure 167 was plotted.    It has been shown 
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by comparison that the foam properties used in the computations are 

realistic.    Second,   an estimate must be made of the effective head mass. 

This also has been discussed,  and it is felt that a suitable estimate for 

design purposes can be made. 

COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH THE ANALYTICALLY CALCULATED 
HEAD VELOCITIES 

A study of the results obtained from the computer program described in 

Chapter 1 for calculating the dynamic response of the seat-passenger 

system when subjected to various input acceleration pulses shows that the 

maximum head velocity for the models studied (that is,  with and without 

simulated muscle tension and seat damping,   also without restraint by a 

oiioulder harness) can become exceedingly large,  that is,   greater than 

800 inches per second in many cases. 

The program,  in its present state,   neglects the probability of contact of 

any part of the simulated passenger with any other structure,   such as the 

seat immediately ahead.    Such contact would serve as a retardant to the 

motion of the head,  thus reducing its velocity. 

Assuming that the head would contact the back of ths preceding seat,  a 

locus of likely impact points was determined.    By studying the head veloc- 

ity-time curves and head displacement-time data,   it was found that the 

head velocity at the point at which the head might normally contact the 

back of the preceding seat is only about 85 to 90 percent of the maximum 
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head velocity.    Comparing the maximum head velocities thus computed for 

various pulses (see,  for example,  Figure 50) with the allowable head ve- 

locities for the various foams as given in Figures 162 through 166,   it is 

apparent that a cushion of reasonable thickness cannot be designed using 

these materials to restrict the average head deceleration to a value within 

the range of human tolerance.    This is an important observation.    In ef- 

fect,  it requires that,  in order to maintain a level of survivability,  at 

least one of the two following conditions must be satisfied: 

1. The head velocity mast not be allowed to attain such high relative 

values as 800 inches per second.    Velocity attenuation through the 

use of an external device snch as a shoulder harness is essential 

2. The seat back structure must be capable of withstanding large 

deformations under the influence of forces ol such magnitude as 

to keep the head deceleration in the desired range.    Proper 

selection of a suitable cushion material is desirable to distribute 

the force uniformly on the head,  but the cushion alone cannot be 

depended upon to supply complete head protection. 
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Figure 1.    Mathematical Model. 
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Figure 2.    Free-Body Diagram of Passenger and Seat. 
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Figure 3.    Acceleration Pulses Coded for Use in the Computer Study. 
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Figure 3 (contd. ).    Acceleration Pulses Coded for Use in the 
Computer Study. 
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Figure 4.    Load Versus Elongation Characteristics of the "Typical" Navy- 
Seat Belt Used in All Calculations.    (The effect of the human 
abdomen is included in the curve.    The curve shown does not 
include the "rate effect",  kBcä   (see Equation 18).) 
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Figure 5.    Seat Loads (Pg,   Pc ,  M.spc) and 

Reactions (R^,  R^.   R^1). 
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Figure 6     Seat Loads and Floor Reactions. 
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Figure 14.    Displacement Response of Passenger to Trapezoidal Pulse v of 0. 10 Second With Sinusoidal Spike.    Av/Ax = 0. 20. 
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Figure 16.    Ideal Relation Between Force and Deflection 
in a Load-Limited Structure. 
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Figure 17.    Initial Selection of Pulses for Use in the Study of the Rerponse 
of Seat-Passenger Systems to Impulsive Loading, 
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Figure 17 (contd. ).    Initial Selection of Pulses for Use in the Study 
of the Response of Seat-Passenger Systems to 
Impulsive Loading. 
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Figure 17 {contd. ).    Initial Selection of Pulses for Use in the Study 
of the Response of Seat-Passenger Systems to 
Impulsive Loading. 
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Figure 17 (contd, ).    Initial Selection of Pulses for Use in the Study 
of the Response of Seat-Passenger Systems to 
Impulsive Loading. 
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Figure  17 (contd. ).    Initial Selectioti of Pulses for Use in the Study 
of the Response of Seat-Passenger Systems to 
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Figures 18 through 26 

Design Variables as Functions of Time for Triangular Crash Pulses 

(See p.   39) 

Pulse 1 

PUISP 2 

Pulse 3 

Pulse 4 

Pulse 5 

(For pulse shapes  see Figure 17) 

Seat Belt 

Passenger Weight 

Load-Limiter Setting 

Typical (see Figure 4) 

187 pounds 

3396, 5660, and 7924 pounds 

0. 2 

See Table II,   column A 

Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration 

Additional Input Conditions 
Caution: 
While qualitative trends and comparisons may be dependably observed 
in the results   presented,   quantitative values should be used with 
caution.    Due to changes and improvements in the computer program 
during preparation of the curves,   current best estimates may differ 
somewhat from the data presented.    For example,   see Appendix III, 
page 285, 
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Figure 18.    Seat Displacement Versus Time. 
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Figure 19.    Seat Displacement Versus Time. 
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Figure 20.    Seat Displacement Versus Time, 
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Figure 21.    Seat Belt Load Versus Time. 
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Figure 22.    Seat Belt Load Versus Time. 
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Figure 23.    Seat Belt Load Versus Time. 
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Figure 24.    Longitudinal Pelvic Deceleration Versus Time. 
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Figure 25.    Longitudinal Pelvic Deceleration Versus Time. 
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Figure 26,    Longitudinal Pelvic Deceleration Versus Time. 
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Figures 27 through 34 

Design Variables as Functions of Time for Trapezoidal Crash Pulses 

(See p.   40) 

Pulse 3 

Pulse 16 

Pulse 18* 

(For pulse shapes see Figure 17) 

Seat Belt Typical (see Figure 4) 

Passenger Weight 137 pounds 

Load-Llmiter Setting 5660 pounds 

Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration 0. 2 

Additional Input Conditions See Table II,   column B 
Caution: 
While qualitative trends and comparisons may be dependably observed 
in the results "presented,  quantitative values should be used with 
caution.    Due to changes ana improvements in the computer program 
during preparation of the curves,  current best estimates "may differ 
somewhat from the data presented.    For example,  see Appendix III, 
page 285. 

«Seat damping coefficients are zero in computer program. 
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Figure 11.    Seat Displacement Versus Time. 
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Figure 28.    Seat Belt Load Versus Time. 
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Figure 29.    Vertical Reaction on Front Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 30.    Vertical Reaction on Rear Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 31.    Horizontal Reaction on Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 3Z.    Longitudinal Pelvic Displacement With Respect 
to Seat Versus Time. 
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Figure 33.     Longitudinal Pelvic Deceleration Versus Time. 
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Figure 34.    Head Velocity Versus Time. 
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Figures  35 through 42 

Design Variables as Functions of Time for Sinusoidal Crash Pulses 

(See p.   41) 

Pulse 3 

Pulse 13* 

Pulse 15* 

(For pulse shapes  see Figure 17) 

Seat Belt Typical (see Figure 4) 

Passenger Weight 187 pounds 

Load-Limiter Setting 5660 pounds 

Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration 0. 2 

Additional Input Conditions See Table II,   column B 

Caution: 
While qualitative trends and comparisons may be dependably observed 
in the results   presented,   quantitative values should be used with 
caution.     Due to changes and improvements in the computer program 
during preparation of the curves,   current best estimates may differ 
somewhat from the data presented.     For example,   see Appendix III, 
page 285. 

*Seat damping coefficients are zero in computer program. 
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Figure 35.    Seat Displacement Versus Time. 
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Figure 36.    Seat Belt Load Versus Time. 
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Figure 37.    Vertical Reaction on Front Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 38.    Vertical Reaction on Rear Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 39.    Horizontal Reaction on Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 40.    Longitudinal Pelvic Displacement With 
Respect to Seat Versus Time. 
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Figure 41,    Longitudinal Pelvic Deceleration Versus Time. 
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Figure 4Z.    Head Velocity Versus Time. 
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Pulse 1 

Pulse 2 

Pulse 3 

Pulse 4 

Pulse 5 

Figures 43 through 50 

Effects of Changing the Load-Limiter Settin; 

(See p. 42 ) 

(For pulse shapes see Figure 17) 

Seat Belt Typical (see Figure 4) 

Passenger Weight 187 pounds 

Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration 0. 2 

Additional Input Conditions 

Caution: 

See Table II,   column A 

While qualitative trends and comparisons may be dependably observed 
in the results  presented,   quantitative values should be used with 
caution.    Due to changes and improvements in the computer program 
during preparation of the curves,   current best estimates may differ 
somewhat from the data presented.    For example,   see Appendix III, 
page 285. 
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Figure 43,     Maximum Seat Displacement Versus Load-Limiter Setting. 
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Figure 44.    Maximum Seat Belt Load Versus Load-Limiter Setting, 
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Figure 45.    Maximum Seat Belt Stretch Versus 
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Figure 46.     Maximum Vertical Reaction on Front Seat Legs 
Versus Load-Limiter Setting. 
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Figure 47,    Maximum Vertical Reaction on Rear Seat Legs 
Versus Load-Limiter Setting. 
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Figure 48.     Maximum Horizontal Reaction on Seat Legs 
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Versus Load-Limiter Setting. 
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Figure 50.    Maximum Head Velocity Versus Load-Limiter Setting. 
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Figures 51  through 58 

Effects of Rise Time in Triangular Crash Pulses 

(See p. 43) 

Pulse 

Seat Belt 

Passenger Weight 

Load-Limiter Setting 

3396 pounds (15G) 

4528 pounds (20G) 

5660 pounds {25G) 

6792 pounds (30G) 

No.   3 (see Figure 17) 

Typical (see Figure 4) 

187 pounds 

0.2 

See Table II,   column A 

7924 pounds (35G)   

Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration 

Additional Input Conditions 
Caution: 
While qualitative trends and comparisons may be dependably observed 
in the results  presented,   quantitative values should be used with 
caution.     Due to changes and improvements in the computer program 
during preparation of the curves,   current best estimates may differ 
somewhat from the data presented.    For example,   see Appendix III, 
page 285. 
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Figure 51.    Maximum Seat Displacement Versus Rise Time, 
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Figure 52,    Maximum Seat Belt Load Versus Rise Time. 
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Figure 53.    Maximum Seat Belt Stretch Versus Rise Time. 
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Figure 54.    Maximum Vertical Reaction on Front Seat Legs 
Versus Rise Time. 
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Figure 55.    Maximum Vertical Reaction on Rear Seat Legs 
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Figure 57.    Maximum Longitudinal Pelvic Deceleration 
Versus Rise Time. 
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Figure 58.     Maximum Head Velocity Versus Rise Time. 
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Figures 59 through 66 

Effects of Changing the Peak Values of Triangular Crash Pulses 

(See p. 44) 

Pulse 3   

Pulse U* 

(For pulse shapes see Figure 17) 

Seat Belt                                                                           Typical (see Figure 4) 

Passenger Weight 187 pounds 

Load-Limiter Setting 5660 pounds 

Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration 0. 2 

Additional Input Conditions See Table II,   column B 
Caution; 
While qualitative trends and comparisons may be dependably observed 
in the results  presented,   quantitative values should be used with 
caution.     Due to changes and improvements in the computer program 
during preparation of the curves,   current best estimates may differ 
somewhat from the data presented.     For example,   see Appendix III, 
page 285. 

*Seat damping coefficients are zero in computer program. 
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Figure 59.    Seat Displacement Versus Time. 
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Figure 60,     Seat Belt Load Versus Time, 
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Figure 61.    Vertical Reaction on Front Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 62.    Vertical Reaction on tear Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 63.    Horizontal Reaction on Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 64.    Longitudinal Pelvic Displacement With Respect 
to Seat Versus Time. 
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Figure 65.    Longitudinal Pelvic Deceleration Versus Time. 
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Figure 66.    Head Velocity Versus Time, 
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Figures 67 through 74 

Effects of Secondary Spikes in the Crash Pulse 

(See p. 45) 

Pulse 1 

Pulse 2 

Pulse 3 

Pulse 23* 

Pulse 26* 

(For pulse shapes see Figure 17) 

Seat Belt 

Passenger Weight 

Load-Limiter Setting 

Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration 

Typical (see Figure 4) 

187 pounds 

5660 pounds 

0.2 

Additional Input Conditions See Table II,   column B 

Caution:      While qualitative trends and comparisons may be de- 
pendably observed in the results  presented,   quantitative values 
should be used with caution.     Due to changes and improvements in 
the computer program during preparation of the curves,   current 
best estimates may differ somewhat from the data presented.    For 
example,   see Appendix III,   page 285, 

*Seat damping coefficients are zero in computer  program. 
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Figure 67.    Seat Displacement Versus Time, 
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Figure 68.    Seat Belt Load Versus Time. 
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Figure 69.    Vertical Reaction on Front Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 70.    Vertical Reaction on Rear Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 71.    Horizontal Reaction on Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 72.    Longitudinal Pelvic Displacement With 
Respect to Seat Versus Time. 
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Figure 73.    Longitudinal Pelvic Deceleration Versus Time. 
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Figure 74.    Head Velocity Versus Time. 
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Figures 75 through 82 

Effects of Repeated Peaks in the Crash Pulse 

(See p. 46) 

Pulse 3 

Pulse 29 

Pulse 30 

(For pulse shapes   see Figure 17) 

Seat Belt 

Passenger Weight 

Load-Limiter Setting 

Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration 

Additional Input Conditions 

Caution: 

Typical (see Figure 4) 

187 pounds 

5660 pounds 

0. 2 

See Table II,   column B 

While qualitative trends and comparisons may be dependably observed 
in the results presented,  quantitative values should be useü with 
caution.    Due to changes and improvements in the computer program 
during preparation of the curves,   current best estimates may differ 
somewhat from the data presented.     For example,   see Appendix III, 
page 285, 
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Figure 75.    Seat Displacement Versus Time. 
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Figure 76.    Seat Belt Load Versus Time. 
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Figure 77.    Vertical Reaction on Front Seat Legs Versus Time, 
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Figure 78.    Vertical Reaction on Rear Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 79.    Horizontal Reaction on Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 80.    Longitudinal Pelvic Displacement With Respect 
to Seat Versus Time. 
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Figure 81.    Longitudinal Pelvic Deceleration Versus Time. 
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Figure 32.    Head Velocity Versus Time. 
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Figures 83 through 90 

Effects of Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration Components on Seat 

(See p.  46) 

f 

Pulse 

Seat Belt 

Passenger  Weight 

Load-Limiter Setting 

Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration 

No.   3* (see Figure 17) 

Typical (see Figure 4) 

187 pounds 

5660 pounds 

GV/GH  =  0.0 

=  0.2 

=  0.4 

Additional Input Conditions See Table II,   colu nn B 

Caution: 
While qualitative trends and comparisons may be dependably observed 
in the results presented,   quantitative values should be used with 
caution.    Due to changes and improvements in the computer program 
during preparation of the curves,   current best estimates may differ 
somewhat from the data presented.    For example,   see Appendix III, 
page 285, 

*Seat damping coefficients are zero in computer program. 
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Figure 83.     Seat Displacement Versus Time. 
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Figure 84.    Seat Belt Load Versus Time. 
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Figure 85.    Vertical Reaction on Front Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 86.    Vertical Reaction on Rear Seat Legs Versus Time, 
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Figure 87.    Horizontal Reaction on Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 88,     Longitudinal Pelvic Displacement With 
Respect to Seat Versus Time. 
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Figure 89.    Longitudinal Pelvic  Deceleration Versus Time. 
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Figure %.    Head Velocity Versus Time. 
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Figures 91 through 98 

Effects of Passenger Weight 

(See p. 47) 

Pulse No,   3* (see Figure 17) 

Seat Belt Typical (see Figure 4) 

Passenger Weight 

187 pounds   

100 pounds                          — 

Load-Limiter Setting 5660 pounds 

Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration 0. 2 

Additional Input Conditions See Table II 

187-pound passenger Column B 

100-pound passenger Column C 

Caution:   While qualitative trends and comparisons may be depend- 
ably observed in the results  presented,   quantitative values should 
be used with caution.    Due to changes and improvements in the 
computer program during  preparation of the curves,   current best 
estimates may differ somewhat from the data  presented.    For ex- 
ample,   see Appendix III,   page  285, 

♦Seat damping coefficients are zero in computer program. 
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Figure 91.    Seat Displacement Versus Time. 
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Figure 92.    Seat Belt Load Versus Time. 
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Figure 93.    Vertical Reaction on Front Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 94.     Vertical Reaction on Rear Set Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 95.    Horizontal Reaction on Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 96,     Longitudinal Pelvic Displacement With 
Respect to Seat Versus Time. 
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Figure 97.     Longitudinal Pelvic Deceleration Versus Ti me. 
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Figure 98.    Head Velocity Versus Time. 
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Figures 99 through 106 

Effects of Slack in the Seat Belt 

(See p.   48) 

Pulse 

Seat Belt 

Passenger Weight 

Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration 

Additional Input Conditions 

No Seat Belt Slack   

No.   1 (see Figure 17) 

Typical (see Figure 4) 

187 pounds 

0. 2 

See Table II,   column A 

2-Inch Seat Belt Slack 

5-Inch Seat Belt Slack 

Caution: 
While qualitative trends and comparisons may be dependably observed 
in the results   presented,   quantitative values should be used with 
caution.    Due to changes and improvements in the computer program 
during preparation of the curves,   current best estimates may differ 
somewhat from the data presented.    For example,   see Appendix III, 
page 285. 
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Figure 99.    Maximum Seat Displacement Versus Load- 
Limiter Setting. 
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Figure 100.    Maximum Seat Belt Load Versus Load-Limiter Setting, 
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Figure  101.    Maximum Seat Belt Stretch Versus Load- 
Limiter Setting. 
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Figure 102.    Maximum Vertical Reaction on Front Seat Legs 
Versus Load-Limiter Setting. 
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Figure 103.    Maximum Vertical Reaction on Rear Seat Legs 
Versus Load-Limiter Setting. 
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Figure 104.    Maximum Horizontal Reaction on Seat Legs 
Versus Load-Limiter Setting, 
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Figure 105.    Maximum Longitudinal Pelvic Deceleration 
Versus Load-Limiter Setting. 
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Figure 106.    Maximum Head Velocity Versus 
Load-Limiter Setting. 
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Fieures 107 through 114 IM. Ml 

Effects of Slack in the Seat Belt 

(See p.  48) 

Pulse 

Seat Belt 

Passenger Weight 

Load-Limiter Setting 

Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration 

Additional Input Conditions 

No Seat Belt Slack   

2-Inch Seat Belt Slack   

5-Inch Seat Belt Slack   

No.   1 (see Figure 17) 

Typical (see Figure 4) 

187 pounds 

5660 pounds 

0, 2 

See Table II,   column A 

Caution: 
While qualitative trends and comparisons may be dependably observed 
in the results presented,   quantitative values should be used with 
caution.    Due to changes and improvements in the computer program 
during preparation of the curves,   current best estimates may differ 
somewhat from the data presented.    For example,   see Appendix III, 
page 285. 
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Figure 107.    Seat Displacement Versus Time. 
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FUure 108.    Seat Belt Load Versus Time. 
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Figure 109.    Seat Belt Stretch Versus Time. 
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Figure 110.    Vertical Reaction on Front Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure  111.     Vertical Reaction on Rear Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 112.    Horizontal Reaction on Seat Legs Versus Time. 
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Figure 113,    Longitudinal Pelvic Deceleration Versus Time. 
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Figure 114.    Head Velocity Versus Time. 
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Figures 115 through 1Z3 

Effects of Shoulder Harness 

(See p. 49) 
t 

Pulse 

Seat Belt 

No.   3* (see Figure 17) 

Typical (see Figure 4) 

Without Shoulder Harness 

With Shoulder Harness 

Passenger Weight 

Load-Limiter Setting 

Ratio of Vertical to Horizontal Acceleration 

187 pounds 

5660 pounds 

0. 2 

Additional Input Conditions 

Caution 

See Table II,   column B 

While qualitative trends and comparisons may be dependably observed 
in the results presented,   quantitative values should be used with 
caution.    Due to changes and improvements in the computer program 
during preparation of the curves,   current best estimates may differ 
somewhat from the data presented.    For example,   see Appendix III, 
page 285. 

'Seat damping coefficients are zero in computer program. 
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Figure 115.    Seat Displacement Versus Time. 
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Figure 116.    Seat Belt Load Versus Time. 
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Figure 117.    Shoulder Harness Load Versus Time. 
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Figure 118.    Vertical Reaction on Front Seat Legs Versus Time, 
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Figure 119.    Vertical Reaction on Rear Seat Legs Versus Time, 
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Figure 120.    Horizontal Reaction on Seat Legs Versus Time, 
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Figure 121,    Longitudinal Pelvic Displacement With Respect 
to Seat Versus Time. 
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Figure 122.    Longitudinal Pelvic Deceleration Versus Time, 
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Figure 123.    Head Velocity Versus Time, 
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Figure 124.    Structurally Integral Load Limiter Showing 
Seat Position Before and After Crash Pulse. 
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Figure 125.    External Load Limiter Showing Seat Position 
Before and After Crash  Pulse. 
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Figure 126.    External Load Limiting in Two Directions Showing 
Seat Position Before and After Crash Pulse. 
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Figure 127.    Combined External and Structurally Integral Load Limiting 
Showing Seat Position Before and After Crash Pulse. 
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Figure 128.    One Concept for a Lightweight External Load Limiter. 
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Figure 129. Structural Weight as a Function of Load-Limiter 
Setting as a Percentage of the Structural Weight 
for a Rigidly Mounted Seat Under the Same Impact 
Conditions. 
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Figure  130.     Schematic Diagram Showing a Bulge or Dish in Aircraft 
Floor in the Vicinity of the Seat Legs as a Result of 
Crash Loading. 
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Figure 131.    Schematic Diagram Showing Warpage of Floor of an Air- 
craft in Vicinity of Seat Legs as a Result o^ Crash 
Loading  and the Resulting Twisting of the Seat. 
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Figure 132.    Sketch Showing Circle Arc Approximation for a 
Floor Bulge Caused by Aircraft Crash Loading. 
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AFTER CRASH BEFORE CRASH 

F i g u r e 133. The Yie ld -Hinge Concep t f o r P r o v i d i n g L a r g e A n g u l a r 
D e f l e c t i o n s in the Seat T iedown C o n n e c t i o n s . 

AFTER CRASH 

BEFORE CRASH 

F i g u r e 134. The F r i c t i o n - P l a t e Concep t f o r P r o v i d i n g L a r g e Angu la r 
D e f l e c t i o n s in the Seat Tiedown C o n n e c t i o n s . 
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F i g u r e 137. Typ ica l F r a c t u r e f o r H o l e - T y p e S p e c i m e n s . 
(Lef t to r igh t - Types 1, 2, 3. ) 

F i g u r e 138. Typica l F r a c t u r e f o r F i l l e t - T y p e S p e c i m e n s . 
(Lef t to r igh t - Types 7, 5, 4, 6. ) 
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Figure 139.    Static and Dynamic Stress-Strain and Energy-Strain 
Relations for Smooth (Type 7) Specimens. 
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F i g u r e 148. F r i c t i o n C l a m p Tiedown Connec t ion Between 
Seat Leg and F l o o r T r a c k . 
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F i g u r e 149. Hypo the t i ca l Rigid Sea t With E x t e r n a l Load L i m i t e r s 
and O t h e r Des ign C o n c e p t s . 
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i F i g u r e 150. C a n t i l e v e r A r m Res t . 

F i g u r e 152. T e l e s c o p i n g T r a y 

F i g u r e 153. Split Back With F i g u r e 154. U n d e r - S e a t Stowage 
Leve l ing L inkage . C lean P a d d e d Back . 
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F i g u r e 155. A r m Res t Stowage - Roll Up. 

1 . 

F i g u r e 156. A r m Res t Stowage - Swing Out 
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F i g u r e 159. L o w e s t Value of L i m i t i n g Head I m p a c t Veloc i ty . 
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Rigid F o a m M a t e r i a l (Foam No. 3). 
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Figure 166.    Design Parameters for a 2. 25 lb./cu. ft.   Density 
Foam Plastic Material (Foam No.  5). 
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TABLE I 
SYMBOL NOMENCLATURE* 

INPUT 

ACC1 
ACC2 
ACC3 
ACC4 
ACC5 
ACC6 

=   Maximum accelerations for acceleration pulse shapes 

AM23 
BM23 
AM24 
BM24 
AM45 
BM45 
AM56 
BM56 
AM57 
BM57 
AM 78 
BM78 

-   Muscle tension coefficients 

Cl 
C2 

x-distance from the seat back to the  C. G.  of the seat 
y-distance from the seat pan to the C. G.  of the seat 

CA =   Seat cushion moment coefficient 

CAB1 
CAB2 
CAB3 
CAB4 
CAB5 

=   Seat belt coefficients 

♦For input and output: 

times are in seconds 
weights and forces are in pounds 
elongations and displacements are in inches 
velocities are in inches per second 
accelerations are in inches per second squared 
moments are in inch-pounds 
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TABLE I (contd. ) 

CAC1 
CAC2 
CAC3 

CAH1 
CAH2 
CAH3 

CAX2 

CAY2F 

CAY2R 

CAY3R 

D 

DTI 

DV 

E 

EL2 
£L3 
EL4 
EL5 
EL6 
EL7 
EL8 

ELB 

EYES 

ID 

II 

LIT 

=    Seat cushion coefficients 

=    Shoulder harness coefficients 

= Damping coefficient for horizontal seat reaction 

= Damping coefficient for front seat legs 

= Damping coefficient for rear seat legs 

= Seat leg coefficient 

=    x-distance between seat back and front leg attachment to 
the floor 

=    Smallest time increment 

=    Decrease in velocity during crash 

=    x-distance between seat back and rear leg attachment to 
the floor 

=    Distance between lumped masses 1 and 2 
2 3 
1 4 
4 5 
5 6 
5 7 
7 8 

=    Mathematical seat belt length 

=    Moment of inertia of seat about the C. G. 

=    Pulse identification number 

=    1 - for rigid seat 
2 - for flexible seat 

=    1,   2,  or 3 to call for different amounts of output 
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mm 

TABLE I (contd.) 

LL 

MM 

PI 

QUO 

RAG 

RB 

RE 

SB 

SH 

Tl 
T2 
T3 
T4 
T5 

TEST 1 
TEST 2 

THB.i 
TH2I 
TH4I 
TH5I 
TH6I 
TH7I 
TH8I 

TMAX 

TPT 

U 

Ul 

= 1,   2,   3,   4,   5,   6,   and 7 are different acceleration pulse 
shapes 

= 1  - read entire new set of input data 
2 - continue reading RAG values 

= Time between printouts 

= Ratio of vertical and horizontal acceleration components 

= Load-limiter setting in G's 

= Buckling load of front legs 

= Maximum load corresponding to elastic rear leg deflection 

= Initial slack in the seat belt 

= Initial slack in the shoulder harness 

= Time durations defining the acceleration pulse shapes 

= Limits for accuracy test 

= Initial angle between seat belt and the horizontal 
EL2       ' M 

EL4 vertical 
EL5       ' ii 

EL6       ' n 

EL7       ' 11 

TTT «           ' II 

Maximum printout time 

Start of printout 

Friction coefficient between seat and passenger 

Friction coefficient between floor and passenger's feet 
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TABLE I (contd. ) 

Wl 
W2 
W3 
W4 
W5 
W6 
W7 
W8 

WS 

XSE 

YPPSC 

YPPSE 

YPSE 

YSI 

TAC6 

AC CXI 
ACCX2 
ACCX3 
ACCX4 
ACCX5 
ACCX6 
ACCX7 
ACCX8 

=    Weights of lumped masses 1 through 8 

= Weight of the seat 

= Elastic horizontal deflection of the seat 

= Deformation at collapse of front legs 

= Maximum elastic deformation of front legs 

= Maximum elastic deformation of rear legs 

= Initial vertical position of the seat pan 

OUTPUT 

= Total head acceleration in G's 

=   x-accelerations of lumped masses i through 8 in G's 

ACCXS       =    x-acceleration of the seat 

ACCY1 
ACCY2 
ACCY3 
ACCY4 
ACCY5 
ACCY6 
ACCY7 
ACCY8 

=   y-accelerations of lumped masses 1 through 8 in G's 
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TABLE I (contd. ) 

AX = Floor acceleration in the x-direction in G's 

AY = Floor acceleration in the y-direction in G's 

DEL = Stretch of the seat belt 

DELD = Velocity of stretching of seat belt 

OELDD = Acceleration of stretching of seat belt 

DT ■ lime increment that satisfies accuracy test 

DX1 - x-displacement of the pelvis with respect to the seat pan 

DY1 ■ y-displacement of the pelvis with respect to the seat pan 

PB = Seat belt load 

PBM = Maximum load on the seat belt 

PC - Load on the seat cushion 

PCM s Maximum load on the seat cushion 

PH = Load on the shoulder harness 

PHM = Maximum load on the shoulder harness 

RA = Load-limiter setting in pounds 

RSX = Load on the seat in the longitudinal direction 

RSXM ■ Maximum load on the seat in the longitudinal direction 

RYF ■ Vertical load on the front legs of the seat 

RYFM ■ Maximum vertical load on the front legs of the seat 

RYR ■ Vertical load on the rear legs of the seat 

RYRM " Maximum vertical loaa on the rear legs of the seat 

SUMS ■ Criteria for accuracy test 
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TABLE I (contd. ) 

TH2 
TH3 
TH4 
TH5 
THb 
TH7 
TH8 

THB 

THS 

V6 

XI 
X2 
X3 
X4 
X5 
X6 
X7 
X8 

XD1 
XD2 
XD3 
XD4 
XD5 
XD6 
XD7 
XD8 

XDDS 

XDS 

XMOC 

XS 

a   Time coordinate 

s   Angle of EL2 with respect to the horizontal 
M    EL3      11 it     n           ii 

H       EL4           .1 "    "    vertical 
M    EL5      .1 n    ii          II 

1. EL6   ,, n    II          II 

"   EL7     " II        M                  11 

n   EL8     .. II       II                  r 

Angle of seat belt with the horizontal 

Angle of seat pan with the horizontal 

Total head velocity 

=   x-coordinates of lumped masses 1 through 8 

=   Relative x-velocities of lumped masses 1 through 8 

=   Relative horizontal acceleration of seat 

=   Relative horizontal velocity of seat 

=   Moment about hip joint due to unequal compression of the 
seat cushion 

=   Relative x-displacement of the seat 
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TABLE I (contd. ) 

Yl 
Y2 
Y3 
Y4 
yc \   =   y-coordinates of lumped masses 1 through 8 

■   Relative y-velocities of lumped masses 1 through 8 

Y6 
Y7 
Y8 

YD1 
YDZ 
YD3 
YD4 
YD5 
YD6 
YD7 
YD8 

YDDS = Relative vertical acceleration of seat 

YDS = Relative vertical velocity of seat 

YPPS = Deformation of the front seat leg 

YPS = Deformation of the rear seat leg 

YS = y-position of the seat pan 
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TABLE III 
A COMBINATION OF X-ACCELERATION INPUT PULSES PROPOSED 

FOR USE IN STUDYING SEAT-PASSENGER RESPONSE 

Effects to be Studied 
Input Pulses 

(See Figure 17) 

1. Triangular pulse,   same duration,   same peak, 
different rise times I,   2,   3,   4,   5 

2. Triangular pulse,   same duration,   same rise 
times,   different peaks 3,   6,   7,   8 

3. Triangular pulse,   same peak,   s:>me rise time, 
different durations 4,   9.   10 

4. Triangular pulse,   same velocity change (2G-sec. ) 3,   11,   12 

5. Sinusoidal pulse,   same velocity change (2G-sec. )        13,   14,   15,   31 

6. Trapezoidal pulse,   same velocity change (2G-sec.) 16,   17,   18 

7. Same velocity change (2G-sec, ) 1,   2,   3,   4,   5,   11, 
12, 13, 14. 15, 
16, 17, 18, 23, 
24, 25, 26, 27, 
28, 29, 30, 31 

8. Sinusoidal pulse,   same duration,   same rise time, 
different peaks (compares with 2 above,   except 
sinusoidal instead of triangular) 19,   20,   21,   22,   31 

9. Early spike 1,   23,   24 

10. Late spike 2,   25,   26 

11. Variety of pulse shapes,   same duration,   same 
velocity change 3,   27,   28, 

29,   30,   31 

12. Multiple pulses,   same overall duration,   same 
velocity change (2G-sec.} 28,   29,   30 
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TABLE  IV 

CALCULATED AND MEASURED LOAD-LIMITER VALUES 
FOR TWO LOAD-LIMITER CONFIGURATIONS 

Quantity (see Equation 67 
in Chapter 3) 

Case 1 Case 2 

r, xn. 

E, psi 

t. in. 

Syp.   psi 

b, in. 

c, in. 

d, in. 

M- 

n 

FT T,   lb (calculated) 

^LL'   ^ (roeä3111,60!) 

0.5 0.5 

107 107 

0.125 0.063 

35 x 103 35 x 10 

1.5 1.5 

0.765 0.765 

0. 300 0.238 

0.47 0.47 

4 4 

4950 1230 

4300 1200 
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TABLE   V 
SPECIMEN STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR 

Specimen Type j 
(see Figures 135 and 136) 

Theoretical Stress z   ^      259     333     300     1.92 »3.00    1.30 
Concentration Factor 

TABLE   VI 
ENERGY ABSORBED PRIOR TO RUPTURE BY SPECIMEN TESTED 

DYNAMICALLY AS COMPARED TO SPECIMEN TESTED STATICALLY 

Total Energy „, , 
c Plastic ., ,     , % Increase (Decrease) 
Specimen      T        , ^ Absorbed _ o.  .-     ^ 
„ „ Load Rate „ ^    .. Over Static Energy 
Type No. . Dynamic Static ., .       67 

lb/sec 1U ,, Absorption ' in. -lb m. -lb r 

I 

107 112 

98 74 

139 101 

13?. 155 

- 264 

85 82 

663 

(13. 3 x 103) (11. 
575 3 5 x 10 ) 

in.-Ib/cu.in.      in.-lb   /cu.in. 

275 

1 2. 40 x 104 107 112 (4. 5) 

-    2 2. 72 x 104 98 74 32.5 
0 

* 4 
3 1. 20 x 10 139 101 37.6 

4 4. 23 x 104 132 155 (14.8) 

2    5                       - - HA 

6 4. 29 x 104 85 82 3. 7 

%    7 4.   IU  v   10^ 66 i b75 .                            15.  5 
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TABLE VII 
CUSHION MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Foam sy 
psi 

Sb 
psi 

a* 

in./in. 
b* 

in./in. 
c* 

in./in. 
Fig. 

No. 

1 85 186 0.05 0.80 0. 30 162 

2 40 90 0.05 0.80 0. 30 163 

3 30 66 0.05 0.80 0. 30 164 

4 20 44 0.05 0.80 0. 30 165 

5 20 60 0.05 0.80 0. 30 166 

'^Corresponds to the points shown on curves in Figure 160. 
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APPENDIX I 
FLOW CHART FOR MAIN COMPUTER PROGRAM 

/*   itead    *\ 
unputData^ 

X 
Calculation of 
Initial Values 

I 
Printout of 

Initial Values 

Calculation of 
Seat Belt and 

Shoulder Harness 
Loads and 

Elongation Longa 

Calculation of 
Seat Cushion 

Load and Reaction 
From Floor on 

Passenger's Feet 

Calculation of 
Moments due 
to Muscular 

Tension 

Selection of Pulse Shape 
and Calculation of Floor 
 Accelerations  

*  ^    — 

I 
Calculation of 

Loads and 
Deflections of 
Flexible Seat 

I 

Calculate 
q' and 4' 
at new t 

ZiZ 

JJ=ll t 
Increase 
t by At 

Printout of Some 
or ^11 Calculated 

Variables 

Calculation of 
Displacements, 
Velocities, and 
Accelerations 
of All Masses 

L 

Check for 
Maximum 
Values 

Recalculate 
q' and 4* 

at time t 

Increase 
At by At1 

Ifes I 
n-1 

Decrease 
At by At, 

Over 
satisfied 

Under 
satisfied 

© 

Calculation of q 
and ä at time t 
 01 

Calculation of 
Loads on 

Rigid Seat 

JJ=2 

Calculation of 
Second 

Derivatives 
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APPENDIX II 
DETAILED FLOW CHART FOR SEAT ROUTINE 

Calculate z^ Zg, z^ z^, z^y z^, z^, Zg, z9, z10, z^^^^ 

1101 r 
R    o k .Xc + k „x^, 

x        xl S        x2 S 

RS = -R. x A 

ys a ys - ysil 

1109 

-.R     vR     ,R    i     vR ; ^   ■ k   - k , yi - k «Yc y        y        ylJb        ^S 

1107 

1 1110 

ky3^yS * ySE^ 
 1  

LC=2 
yS " " Ät 

1108 

1111  „_ _ 

^s  ■ ysi + V " ys 
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y'i • V - h 
1112 t 
*l'i* ■Ws + 'V's 

*9 _  yS ^ yS 
s = "  dSt 

1113 
• n     • 

1117 

1119 

1121 

Xj, from Eq. 39 

y      y      y 

1 
"s - ^s + <* - "/ 

1 
Gg frcan Eq,  38 

R from Eq. kk 

y' from Eq. UO 

I 
R = R - R 
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ig from Eq. 39 

ys from Eq. kO 

he s *S + xsAt 

2b i 



xs from Eq. 39 

llUl     t 
e 

R    from Eq. U3 

♦ 
Rg from Eq. Ul 

1 
D 

Rve + RS * R^s| 
h d +e          | 

R from Eq. k3 
JL 1  

R - RS - RF 
-Z y     y 

Rg from Eq. 31 

9g from Eq. 38 

Xg from Eq. 39 

11U3 

LC=1 
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LC»1 

1126 

LCx2 

W=2 1129 
R    from Eq. 1+2 

1128 

RS - RF + RR 

t 
1130 

p   from Eq. U? R    from Eq. k2 

9- from Eq. 1+8 6- from Eq. 1+6 

y0 from Eq. l+o R   from Eq. 1+2 

R    from Eq. 1+2 

1150 

LB=1 1117 
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.v 

11^6 

R    frcm Eq. kk 
v 

I 
ys from Eq. 1|0 

~~r~ 
R    = RS - RR 

y      y     y 
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APPENDIX ITI 
REVISED COMPUTER MODEL 

Concurrently with the development of the data presented in this 

report,  a continuing improvement in the computer simulator was being 

made to reduce the computational time and to improve the basic math- 

ematical and dynamical model.    Further changes and improvements to 

the computer program have been made after the preparation of the report 

as presented in the previous pages.    These program changes have modi- 

fied the results,  as compared with those presented in the basic report,   to 

the following extent: 

1. No change in the general trend of the data has been observed, 

2. The seat-belt loadj and deflections and body response of the oc- 

cupant are not changed appreciably in magnitude.    (See comparison of the 

basic report and later computer runs in Figure 168. ) 

3. The vertical seat leg loads as presented in the basic report have 

been reduced in amplitude,   as illustrated in Figure 169. 

4. No significant change in required seat displacement for load- 

limited seats has been observed,    (See Figure 170. ) 

5. The correlation between the experimental test and the computer 

solution as given in Figures 9 through  13 is essentially unchanged. 

It can be anticipated that additional modification of the computer 

model as new experimental and other data are accumulated will change 

Z85 



r 

the system response to some extent.    Caution should thus be exercised in 

the applications of the results present herein,   and specifically in the use 

of the absolute values as reported.     The basic trends will probably not 

change. 
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